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MOST RECENT BOOKS ON THE OCCULT SCIENCES
flSitblisbeb by> (Scovgc IRebwag.
Shadow Land ; or, Light from the other

The Secret Societies of all Ages and
Countries.

By Mrb. E. D’Eki’ERANOb. With 28 Platea. Not Gs.
Those are not the confessions of a recanting or apologising
medium, but the true story of the development of marvellous
psychical gifts in an English lady.

A Comprehensive Account of upwards of Ono Hundred
and Sixty Secret Organisations--Religious, Political,
and Social—from the most Remoto Ages down to tho
Present Timo. By C. W. IIkckkthorn. Now Edition,
thoroughly Revised and greatly Enlarged.
Two
volumes. 3Is. Gd. not.
‘ Mr. Hockothorn’s hook cost him twenty-live years of dili
gent work, and his reward is that ho is the author of tho
standard work of reference on tho Secret Sooiotioa of All Ages
and Countries. There is an audacity about the full-bodied title
that convoys a suspicion of charlatanism, but this is entirely
dispelled by a perusal of the work, which is a monument of
industrious and accurate research.'- - Literary World.’
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Spiritualism.
By
2
A new
which has

Judge Edmonds and Da. C. T. Dexter.
vols. 8vo. With Portraits. 10s. Gd. net.
edition, with alterations, of a famous Amorican work
long been selling at a premium.

Human Magnetism,or Howto Hypnotise.
A Practical Handbook for Students of Mosmerism.
By Professor James Coates.
With Ten Plates. Crown 8vo. 5s. net.
A thoroughly practical and up-to-date book. The author
repudiates the idea that a mesmerised person can bo made to
commit crime.

Fortune Telling Cards.
A Pack of Thirty-two Cards specially prepared for tho use of
Divinators.
By ‘MinkttaJ tho fashionable ‘Fortune
teller? With accompanying booklet explaining tho
uso of tho cards. Price 3s. Gd. not.

New Manual of Astrology.
A Complete Guido for Students.
By Walter Old (‘Sepharial.’).
I Os. Gd. not.
The large sale of old-fashioned books by Lilly, Raphael,
Zadkiel, and others.proves how popular this study has become,
and the need for a book in modern phraseology and adapted to
the Jin de siecle reader.

The Gift of the Spirit.
Essays by Prentice Mulford.
Crown 8vo., 3s. Gd. net.
Essays on Mysticism and Theosophy by an American whoso
fame has reached Europe as the author of ‘The White Cross
Library.’

Dealings with the Dead.
Selections from ‘ La L^gendo do la Morto en Basso Bretagne.’
Authorised Translation by Mrs. A. E. Whitehead.
Preface by Arthur Lillie. Crown 8vo., 3s. Gd. net.
A very curious book of interest to I he theologian, the mystic,
and the folk-lorist. There is in Brittany no wall of separation
between the real world and the land of marvels beyond ; living
and dead have a common title to bo inhabitants of this world.
The work that Mrs. Whitehead has ho ably translated is a
collection of stories gleaned at first hand by Mons. A. Io Braz
from sailors, from farm maids, from peasants, from anyone who
had any ghost stories to toll.

Masonic Certificates of All Degrees and l
Countries.
With Numerous Illustrations of Karo and Representative
Specimens, both British and Foreign.
By Fred. J. W. Crowe
(Author of ‘The Master-Masons’ Handbook,’ A'c., &O.).
Royal quarto. Subscribers only.

The Spirits’ Book.
Containing the Principles of Spiritist Doctrine according
to the Teachings of Spirits of High Degree. Trans
mitted through various mediums. Collected and sot in
order by Allan Kardec*. Translated from the 120th
Thousand by Anna Blackwell. New Edition, [na oi ■tin. 1

Handbook of Cartomancy and Divination.
j

By Grand Orient.
2m. net.
This is a reprint of tlm little book to which Mr. J. Holt
Schooling, tho export in atatietioe, recently devoted an artiolo
in ‘.Pearson’s Magnzino.’ Ho had boon told by ‘Minotta’ of
four things that would happen to him within a wook or so.
‘ Well, those things did happen within a wook or so. A faoor,
1 admit.’ Working out tho odds against this quadruple event
‘coming oil’,’ Mr. Schooling found them to bo 040,763 to 1—•
rather long odds to pull through. Ho adds,* I do not attempt
to explain this, but I think it fair to state tho facts.’

Demon Possession and Allied Themes.
By the late Dr. John L. Nkvium, a Chinese Missionary.
Largo crown 8vo., pp. 530. 7m. Gd. net.
A new edition of this valuable work, full of first-hand testi
mony as to certain psychical phenomena occur ring in tho Shan
tung province. Tho Introduction is by the Secret ary of tho
Board of Foreign Missions of tho Presbyterian Church. Its value
to students of theology is immense, ami Mr. Andrew Lung made
it tho subject of a lender in the ‘ Daily Nows ’ when it first
appeared, recommending it to members of tho S.P.R.

Illustrated with about Two Hundred JCngravings.

The Book of Black Magic and of Pacts.
By Arthur Edward Waitic.
IN TWO PARTS.
L- Aii analytical and critical account of tho chief magical
rituals extant.
II.- A comparative digest of all printed
Gri moires which have been current under tho gonorio name of
Black Magic, with additional material derived from important
Goetio sources. Quarto. Subscribers only.

Notes on the Margins.
Being Suggestions of Thought and Inquiry.
By Clifford Harrison
Crown 8vo. 5s. not.
Tho author of thia volume is the well-known reciter and the
friend of Charles Kingsley. His brother, tho late Mr. Harrison,
married ‘ Lucas Mulct, ’ daughter of tho author of * Alton
Locke,’and it is understood that Mr. CliHord Harrison has con
sulted their wishes in permitting its publication.

GEORGE REDWAY, 9, HART STREET, BLOOMSBURY, W.C.
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-ffltbiumship. -fflcsmtrism. rtr.
EALING ART.-F.OMERIN,G.C.E.B.,K.Ch.III.,
Fellow of awwul Scientific and other Leaned Societies.—
8. Brurv-r iimrrr, Cavkxih«ih>4><4'7aic. W.

'ukative Magnetism.—Mr. W. II. Edwards,

C

' Clairvoyant uri Magnetic Healer. »b'*: reetarkable cure* are veil
authenticated and equal anything rewini. aodenake* caaet hy appointBeat only. Mr. Edvarde'e guides diagneme diMtae. aad have cored rases
when other ■yiirieere have atterly failed. Mr. Edwards guarantee* to
relieve pain. Coo*a iutioas ft*.—Lyndham-road. Peckham,B E 'near
Bye-lane Stat.oe >.

Miss MacCreadie, Clairvoyante and
Mr. J. J. Vango, Clairvoyant and

Psycho-

• met nit. Hoar* ! to C p.m*. Satardaye excepted.—<. Oxford and
Cambridge Mansions Fiat E (doae to Edgware-road Station). W.

Healing

Mediate. At borne daily from 10 am. to ft p.m., or by appointment.
Sonet* for Luventigalor* M-mday and Thunder evening*, at 8 p.m ;
also Sunday mornrg at 11 a.*.—2KB, Lsdhrcke-grove, W. (dose to
Betting H.1'. Station). Opta to
■

Mrs. Brenchley, Normal Clairvoyant, Psycho-

oseCriet, Healing. Diseases dmznoeed. (Hours 12 till 4 p.m.,
pr.Tate aMthga, from 5a.) After 4 p.m. by appointment. Seance* for investigatora, Tuesday*. 8 pm. 8.14, 1*. Send Photo, Letter or Hair. Fee
2a. ftd.—111, Be Thoma* »-road. Ftnabery Park, I. Close to Station.

Portsea-place, ConnaughtMedial PtycBometriM.—At home daily.

gnetic Healer and Certificated Masseuse —

r
Ifediumship is purely a constitutional state,

Apply by letter, Mrs. Damer-Cape, Home Villa. LewUham-park, S.E.

JI aad mar be *cicntifieaJly cultured and developed by edeatific
method*.—Prof. Timeon, F.B.P. A. Peroona leekiug special advice on the
above should write, with stamped address, to Professor Timses, F.B.P.A.,
who claims the highest success of any tutor in the psychological science*,
Hydro , Lei cent er

Miss Constance, Clairvoyante and Psychome-

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUALIST?,r Revelations from the Life of a Trance Medium p-'’-in.oi^
Colburn Maycard Together with Portraits, Letters ami*
Illustrated with Engravings and Front apiece d Lincoln fn f*
center's portrait from life. (‘This book should bewMeJr
1 Light.’ A valuable and important historical book.’—(M / Or!
Cloth. 261pp. New copies. 4s. Cd , pout free.
THE GHOST WORLD. By T. F. Thiuelton Dyer. Contain
chapters on The Soul’s Exit at Death, Why Ghosts Wander
v*
Birds, Animal Ghosts, Raising Ghosts, Gbo*t fAy jpg. Second BirC*
Compacts between the Living and Dead, Miners’Gbo-t»'/Tbe Bia.
xhee. Phantom Dres«, Haunted Houses and Localities, Checks a»4
Bpfclls against Ghosts, Sprit-haunted Trees, Ghosts ’and
Treasarea. Phantom Music and Sound’, kc. A valaaMe book.
■
lisbed at 10s. Gd. Bound in cloth, 448pp., .X, po-.‘. free.
Office

"Light,’ 110, St. Martin’s Lane, W.C.

of

WORKS BY P. B. RANDOLPH.
Eulis: The Third Revelation of Soul and Sex A work containing many secret and inner doctrines of the Rocicrucian*. In j*
and by it both man and woman have not xnonly the road to enor
mous power, mental and individual, but the grand euergv of effect'.-.?
wmbed-for change in others, prolongation of life, and renderirg
existence a road to perpetuai Joy. 10a. 6d.
Love, Woman, Marriage.
A work devoted to the study of
Magnetic Attraction. The Mystery of Mysteries 10?. 64.
Seership, Guide to Soul Sight. Clairvot ance, or SornnambuJie
Vision, its art and culture, with rules for its attainment. 9s.
After Death: or Disembodiment of Man. 10b. 6d.
Soul World. The Hornes of the Dead. 10b. 6d.
Pre-Adamite Man. Showing the Existence of the Human Race
upon this earth 100,000 years ago.

tri»t. at home Mondays and Fridays from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.; fee, 2*. 6d.
and fte. Public eteaees every Wednesday and Friday, at 8 p.m.; admix■ion Is. Advice by letter. Fee 2s. 6i—M, Begent'wquare, King's
Orees, W.C.______________________________________________

Address: Katz C. Handolph. M.D., 2)0, Bancroft-street, ToledoOhio, U.8.A.: or to order by her Eogiish Agents, J. J Monsz. 26.
Oauabargh-atreet, Euston-road, N.W.; and Nichols A Co., PablLhen,
23, Oxforo-street, London, W.

ASTBOLOGY.

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, ON RATIONAL
PRINCIPLES,

GEO. WILDE WILL CAST YOUR HOROSCOPE

COOMBE HILL HOL’SE, EAST GRINSTEAD

And tell you what the STARS IX THEIR COURSES have in
stove for you. Term* cm application.
AddressGEO- WILDE. Occult Book Company,
6. Central street, Halifax. Yorkshire
W. T. Stea d, Esq., Editor of the * Review of Res iewa ’ writes;—
‘Mowbray Hoose, Xorfolk-etreet, Strand, London, W.C,
Gen. Wilde, Esq.
* August 23rd, 1893.
Dear Sir,—I yesterday read over your horoscope io the subject of it—
the test case. I mean. Yea will be pleased to know that both he and I
were mmense’y ataggertri by yoer ■access. You had hit off with extra
ordinary accuracy so many event* of his past life that it was quite
wonderful.—I am, years very truly,
(Signed)
‘ W. T. Stead’
* Mr. Wilde was extraordinarily saceeeefal with Mr. Pearson, for whom
be did a very elaborate horoscope, which was right as to the past, and has
since been verified in relation to matters which were then in the futare.’
—* Bordering/ October. 18*7.

(Late Suffield Park. Cromer).

Principal

Mlss Clark.

The Spring Term begins on TUESDAY, the 18th inst
N.B.—Boys are received under ten years of age.

Orjoivaixy Ebtablibhbb, 1883.

MRS. J. J. MORSE’S HOTEL,
FLORENCE
28,

O8HABURGH

STREET,

HOUSE,

REQENT8 PARK, LONDON, N.W

PRACTICAL PRIVATE LESSONS IN

THE ONLY 8PIK1TUALI8T HOTEL IN LONDON.

Psychology' and Mental Sciences,

The Hotel is very centrally situated. All Places of Amusemen*., Bu*inesa. or General Interest are easily and cheaply accessible. The ma;t
lines of railway have their termini within a shilling cab ride. Omnibusee
from and to all railways and places of amusement pass within ten doors
of the house. A Smoking Room.
Every attention is paid to cleanliness and comfort, by which, combined
vrith moderate charges, the Hotel has always oeen so well and
favourably known as a “ Home from Home ” by its many patrons.
Full tariff sent, post free. Letters and telegrams promptly attended
to. Address ail communications to Mbb. J J. Morse.

Mb. FRANK H. RANDALL (Psychologist).
Obviously there is great u«d for practical instruction in the several
phases ef Psychology, of which moat atuderu have a theoretical
knowledge.
In tn.« eeuMcUM Mn. FRANK II RANDALL begs to announce
that every facility ia now offered for the instruction of “tudent* who
wish to take Pbbuomal Lbbboxb in either MESMERISM. HYPNOTISM,
HEALING ART, or ocher Mbstal Bcievcm. and that he is prepared to
make special arrazigeoevts for pa pi J» who desin to become PRACTICAL
Mmnbbjc Oran stoma. Interviews can be arranged for the evening
when dvaired. or Mr. Randall will be pleased to visit r.y appemtment
The Office and Consulting-rooms of Mb. Fmayk H. Baxdall are now
at No. 11, Victoria Stbbbt, WasnuwsTBR, LobDOX, S.W., where
inqairers and diesis are invited to write (stamp) or call.
‘ Afczmerirm/ by Frank H. Randall, pod free, Is. 9d. and 3s. 9d.
-A.STROLOG-Y.
‘ If agl's ’ gives Map of Nativity, Mental
ll£ qualities, Health, Profession in life, Marriage. Children, best
traces, Ac, and two years’ directions, for 5s. Horary question, la.
Dfegnoeia ol IMsmss from a Lock of Hair, /rsr Enclose particulars of
age, sex, state if married, with stamped envelope,—' Magus/la, Florenceroad, Keacombe, Cbabtre.

BOOKS FOR SAIE.

JJest offers wanted for Judge Edmonds’ and

J Dr. Dexter’s work* (2 vols.); also ‘Hidden Way Across the
Threshold,’ sod ‘British Goblins’ by Wirt Sikes.—Allington, 69, f'ambridge-fetreet, Plymouth.

BOARD AND RESIDENCE WANTED.

fGentlewoman, earnest inquirer into Spirit-

VJT oaJism, adshes to board In refined home; terms moderate.—Mis?
Marshall, 21, Palteney-garden*, Bath.

C[remation and the Resurrection.

18pp, post
f free, 8|d>—E. Oldham, ‘ Ellesmere/ Claregdoa-road,Whalley Range,
M*ocbe*ter,
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NOTES BY THE WAY.

‘ Letters from Julia, or Light from the Borderland. A
series of Messages as to the Life beyond the grave received
by automatic writing from one who has gone before ’
(London: Grant Richards), is, of course, a republication of
the celebrated letters so well known in connection with Mr.
Stead.
A striking Preface tells us much that is important
concerning Julia and the Letters, and concludes with the
remark that even if the Letters were written solely by Mr.
Stead’s sub-conscious self * that would in no way impair the
truth or diminish the force of these eloquent and touching
pleas for the Higher Life.’
This is, in a sense, true, but
surely they would, in that case, lack the evidential value
that a dweller in the Unseen would give to them. We
entirely agree, however, that the Letters are intrinsically
valuable. It need hardly be said that they are unspeak
ably curious. The little book is a document of great
significance, any way.
‘ The Light of Truth ’ prints a very lively sermon by a
Unitarian minister, in reply to an Address by a gentleman
who took the usual line, by attributing all spiritual mani
festations to the devil. The lively Unitarian has an
amusing time with him. * Why, do you know,’ he says,
‘that the Church has been using this pathetically inane
argument for 1,500 years ? ’—

There never was the discovery of a new principle or a
better method of accomplishing results, but the charge was
made by the Church that it was the work of the Devil.
Like a great scarecrow stuffed with straw, this institution
lias stood in the way of progress and held aloft its death'shead of anathema. When Galileo took a pipe from an old
church organ and constructed a telescope with which to
verify the discoveries of Copernicus, the Church said he
was possessed of the Devil and tried to murder him. Read
the stories of Copernicus, Kepler, Tycho Brahe, Bruno and
Galileo, and you get a fair idea of how much the opinions of
the orthodox priesthood are really worth.
Think of it! A man in this age of telephones, and electric
lights, and trolley cars, and submarine cables, and women
lecturers, standing before a civilised audience and asserting
that twenty millions of his neighljours are pos-sessed of
devils .' Is not that a unique commentary on orthodox
theology f And Brother Plummer actually fancies that he
stated a new fact. He seems to have forgotten, if he ever
knew, that men of his profession have always been saying
the same thing about all the prophets that God has sent into
the world. It almost seems that a man had to be possessed
of a devil in order to discover any truth that uas worth the
trouble.
Our ally then winds up by aptly citing the spirit-appear
ances of the Old Testament. Were they all of the devil t

u^arf.’—Ptnd.

Price Twgptnct.

Friend Plummer seems to think so : at all events, the spirit
raided by the Endor medium was, in Ins opinion, a demon
playing the part of SamueL But this is a mere aae^rrion,
as arliitnn* as it is repugnant Uj the Bible story. ‘ Td*
man who wrote that narrative/ says oar preacher, ‘ told it
for a fact.’ Of course he did : and every suggestion in it
strongly supposes the genuineness of Samuel’s appearance.
But if Samuel really appeared in the way described, why
should not others appear under similar condition’ T ‘ A
Christian who believes his Bible literally has no right to
question a modern phase of a Biblical doctrine.*
In a late number of ‘ The Agnostic Journal,’ B. G.
Ingersoll makes the following quaintly original remark, in
an Essay on Shakspeare :—
The dramatist lives the lives of others and in order to
delineate character mu.-’ not only have imaginatMm but
sympathy with the character delin»-ateL The great dramatist
think* of a eh^va^ter as an entirety, as an individual.
I once had a dream, and in this dream I was di^u^ug a
■»ubject with another man.
It occurred to me that I was
dreaming, and I then said to myself: If this is a dream, I
am doing tlie talking for both sides—consequently, I ought
to know in advance what the other man is going to say. In
my dream. I tried the experiment.
I then asked the other
man a question, and before he answered made up my mind
what the answer was to be. To my surprise, the man did
not say what I expected he would say, and so great wm my
astonishment that I awoke.
It then occurred to me that I had discovered the secret of
Shakspeare. He did, when awake, what I did when asleep
—that is, he threw off a character so perfect that it acted
independently of him.

A certain Count Kamice-Kamicke has invented a signal
for the giving an alarm by a person who wakes only to find
himself buried alive. It is a gruesome suggestion—and a
rather absurd one. If the danger is great enough for
letting down a signal tube into the grave, it would be surely
better to make sure that a person is dead before we buried
him. But, so far as the unspeakable horror of recovering
consciousness in a coffin is concerned, the remedy is, of
course, cremation.

Someone has sent us 4 Isban-Israel: A South African
Story,* by George Cossins (London: Gay A Bird): we know
not why. We are not Commissioners in Lunacy. Rider
Haggard and the sixpenny monthlies, with their half insane
exaggerations and atrocities, have much to answer for, in
vitiating and misdirecting the public taste. The book is
not without ability, but its wild impossibilities and copious
blood-shedding ought to be too much for any self-respecting
reader.
_______
It was surely a beautiful idea, to devote the Sunday
l»efore Christmas Day to the subject of Peace. About five
thousand ministers of various kinds accepted the invitation
to preach a Peace Sermon on that day. But all the replies
to the invitation were not quite in harmony with the
Church’s glorifying of ‘The Prince of Peace.’
Several
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replies in another sense were sent. 1 lore are some specimens,

[January 8, 1898.

‘THE SLEEP OF THE

SOUL.’

—‘awful examples,’ indeed!—
The Rev. F. T. Wvthered, of Hurley, near Marlow,
writes : ‘ I consider that 1 have done my snare in this world
to promote peace, viz., by educating tAree sons for the British
Army, in which they are now commissioned officers? The
Rev. N. G. Armytage, St. Aidan's, Boston, replies: ‘ I take
mv orders from my Bishop, not from the irresponsible
schismatical leaders of a godless undenominationalism.’ The
Rev. G. W. Adams of Stow, Downham Market, after con
demning the Bishops for their agreement with the Peace
Society m advocating International Arbitration.and express
ing his opinion that ‘ the admission of the principle involved
in Universal Arbitration, implies the sacrifice, more or less
complete, of moral conviction,’concludes his letter by saying:
‘This effort of yours and of others to bring in the principles
of the millennium, and to make wars to cease, before (lod’s
time, before the Day of the Lord, is (pardon me for saying it)
no help to religion, or to goodness, or to the great struggle of
the sinful and sorrowing human family towards the light.’
The Rev. J. Fraser, Rector of Banchory-Ternan. replies : ‘So
Ur as I understand either, I have no sympathy with your
methods or your objects, and 1 trust that none of the clergy
of the Church will be “ drawn * by such appeals to a weak
sentimentalism and spurious Christianity.'

We arc thankful to believe that there is not a true
Spiritualist in all the world who would talk like these

teachers of religion.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
‘Solar Biology, Birthday Calendar. Description of Cha
racter from Date of Birth.’ London: Nichols A Co.,
23, Oxford-street, W. Price Is.
‘The Vegetarian Messenger and Renew,’ for January.
No. 1.
London: National Temperance Publication
Department, 33, Paternoster-row, E.C. Price 2d.

‘The Way of the Soul; or, the Vocation of Human Life?
Viewed in Thoughts of a Septuagenarian on the Prospect
of Rebirth. London : Williams 4 Norgate. Price Id.
‘The New Testament of Jesus’; or, Theist’s Compilation of
Selected Passages, freely arranged without Note or
Comment, for Practical Religious Use?
London:
Williams A’ Norgate, 14, Henrietta-street, Covent Garden,
W.C. Price Is.
‘Star Lore and Future Events,’ for January. Amongst the
contents are : The New Year ; The Star of Bethlehem ;
The Great Storm and Its Lesson ; Total Eclipse of the
Sun ; Looking Forward, Ac. London : Glen A Co., 328,
Strand, W.C. Price 3d.
‘ Mind? for January. Among the contents are: A Psychic
Law in Student Work : Heredity—True and False : What
is Mediumship ? The Microbe as a Blessing ; The Gentle
Voice of Stillness, Ac. New York, U.S.A.: The Alliance
Publishing Company, Life Building, 19 and 21, West
31 st-street. Price 20c.

LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE, Ltd.,
110, St. Martin’s Lake, W.C.

A CONVERSAZIONE
Of the Members and Associates of the London Spiritualist
Alliance, Ltd., will be held in

THE BANQUETING HALL, ST. JAMES’S HALL
(Regent Street Entrance),

Monday, February 7th, at 7 p.m.,
WBKX
MRS. BESANT
BAS

KINDLY

PBOMISED

TO

GIVE

AN

ADDRESS

ON.

‘THEOSOPHY AND SPIRITUALISM?
Address at Eight o'clock.
Music and Refreshments during the Evening.

Two Tickets of Admimion will be sent to every Member and one to
every Associate.
Members and Associates who wish to introduce Friends may purchase
extra tickets at the price of 2s. <d. each. For these tickets application
must be made to the decretory of the Alliance, 110, St. Martin'e>lane,W.C.,
on or before Tuesday, February 1st.
E. DAWSON ROGERS, President.
B. D. GODFREY, Secretory.

I have read with some interest the discussions in ‘Licht’
on the state of existence into which (Ik* soul enters im
mediately after death. In the number for October 16th
bust, in an article entitled ‘A Curious Survival? amongst
others, the question is raised of the mysterious silence
maintained by Lazarus, and other resuscitated saints of the
New Testament, on the ‘life of the world to come? May I
be allowed to suggest a view of the case which seems to me
to be often overlooked in this connection ? I do not pretend
to any technical knowledge of the subject, but the. teaching
of the Bible and the accounts given by (Spiritualists have
led me to believe that the popular idea of an active state of
existence immediately after death is a fallacy. Before
referring to these sources of information let me point to
the analogy to be found between the phenomenon of life and
death and the phenomenon of our waking and sleeping life
which composes our earthly existence. Unconsciousness is
the inevitable complement of consciousness, and rest is a
necessary adjunct to work. If, therefore, after a day of toil
we must lie down to sleep, how much more after the strain
of a lifetime must we enjoy a period of repose ? Clearly, rest
must be our portion, and the. worn-out soul must fall asleep

at last.
Are there not times when to all of us, though we may be
but ‘ in the mid-journey of our life below? the thought of
the long sleep in store for us, which we call death, comes as
a cheering vision; when we can look forward to another active
state of existence only with a sense of oppression ; when we
do not even long for the meeting with those who have gone
before, nor desire the solution of those problems which we
have spent most of our lives to know ; when we crave only
for the ending of life’s struggles and the closing of the
eyes of the soul upon its perplexities 1 As Mrs. Browning has
beautifully expressed itt—

‘ For me, my heart that erst did go
Most like a tired child at a show
That sees through tears the mummers leap,
Would now its wearied vision close,
Would childlike on His love repose
Who giveth His beloved sleep.
We want no rapturous greetings on the further shore;
we ask no higher sphere of action, we only wish to cease.
If ever the young are sometimes visited with this weariness
of soul, how much more so the aged, who have come to that
state of mind so pathetically described in the last chapter
of Ecclesiastes, when ‘desire fails’ and life becomes a
burden. Is it not probable that we shall find at last the
rest we crave ?
And does not the testimony of the Bible lead us to this
conclusion? From the cry of the tired spirit of Samuel,
awakened from its sleep by the witch of Endor, ‘ Why
hast thou disquieted me to bring me up ? ’ to the saying of
the Spirit in the Revelation ’; Yea, . . . they rest from
their labours ’; we find the same idea of a period of post
mortem unconsciousness.
In the case of Lazarus we have the words of Jesus to this
effect: ‘Our friend Lazarus sleepeth ; but I go that I may
awake him out of sleep? And at the bidding of Christ the
spirit of Lazarus awoke from its state of ‘ coma? and took up
its abode once more in the discarded body. Here it is that
the question is raised concerning his reticence on the exist
ence after death, and it has often surprised me that Browning
in his ‘ Epistle ’ should have completely overlooked the
probable solution of the puzzle, which I believe to be a very
simple one. I am convinced that if Lazarus told nothing
about it, it was because he had nothing to tell. If anyone
were to ask me what my sleep had been like during a night
when I was not conscious of having dreamt, how could 1
possibly describe it? The first thing I should remember
about it would be closing my eyes, and the next thing would
be opening them again; of the period that intervened I
should not have the faintest recollection. So with Lazarus.
He could recall his death -the mere severing of soul and
body and then came unconsciousness, and he knew nothing
more until the Master’s voice broke in upon the silence
crying, ‘ Lazarus, come forth I ’
If this were not the case, then the miracles of Jesus
raising the dead cannot fail to appear to us in the light oi
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hideous cruelty. If the people, had gone straight from earth
into a. state of bliss, such as the hymns desc ribo, or Mrs.
Oliphant shows us in her ‘ Little Pilgrim,’how could they
even return with resignation to the weary life of earth? Tt
would be like taking a slum child to the Crystal Palace and
then expecting it to enjoy its garret when it got home.
Obviously they must have spent the interval between
death and resurrection in a state of more or less complete
unconsciousness. That this sleep of the soul may vary just
in the same way as the sleep of the body I do not doubt, for,
as when we fall asleep at night we sometimes do not, as far
as we can tell, dream at all, and sometimes are attended by
pleasant dreams and sometimes haunted by hideous night
mares, so the sleep of the soul may be peaceful or the
reverse. There may be the dreamless sleep of the tired soul
which has done its work well and earned its rest:
there may be the restless, fitful slumber of the unquiet soul,
which dreams of its life’s tasks left undone, or is haunted by
the nightmares of its misdeeds ; and lastly, there is no doubt
the poor soul whose sleep is broken by the memory of a
crime, and who must needs hover about the scene with which
it is connected until it has passed through the fierce purga
tory of remorse.
And now in this connection may I make a few remarks
on the subject of consulting our departed friends in our
difficulties ? I cannot help feeling very strongly at present
that we have no right to awake the poor tired souls from
their well-earned sleep. If they come to us uncalled then it
is that they are burdened with a message so important that
it will not let them sleep, but to arouse them oneself seems
to me an act not only useless but of gross inconsiderateness.
One correspondent of ‘ Light ’ asked if it was wrong for him
to ‘ pray to his mother,’ by which I suppose he meant invoke
her aid in his daily life. To such a question I would answer
that it is not in the least probable his mother’s spirit would
awake merely by his addressing it without the aid of a
medium, but that if it did it could probably tell him little or
nothing that he did not know before. To my mind it is so
utterly illogical to suppose that those who are ‘ on the other
side’ should have been, immediately upon their arrival,
initiated into all the mysteries of life. We spend our time
on earth slowly and painfully learning the lessons which
experience has to teach us, and I see no reason to believe
that by some gigantic conjuring-trick the soul suddenly
leaps to a complete apprehension of those things the
primary elements of which it passed its earthly life in
acquiring.
The simile of the soul emerging into the next life like a
butterfly from a chrysalis may be a very pretty one but I
fail to see why this very peculiar natural phenomenon should
have been adopted in this connection; besides which the
analogy between the two is not even preserved, as the period
during which the grub sleeps in the chrysalis is usually over
looked, and it is that period, if any, in the life of the worm
which should exemplify the state of the soul immediately
after death. Of the state of awakened consciousness which
follows I do not propose treating—it does not come into the
question under discussion and everybody has his own theory
about it. For my own part, therefore, 1 do not believe the
soul of a departed friend is necessarily in a better position to
instruct us than when it was on earth. To consult it, there
fore, seems to me in the first place absurd because useless,
and in the second place inconsiderate. If your correspon
dent’s mother when alive had become ill through overwork
and been ordered abroad for change of air, would he be so
thoughtless as to trouble her with letters about home worries ?
Would he not leave her to recover her strength in peace ?
Much more so, then, should he leave her to rest after the
strain of her life on earth. It may be very comforting to
ourselves to imagine the spirits of those we love, who have
died, continually hovering about us still, but is it not a little
bit selfish and rather weak-minded ? We must all learn in
time to stand alone and not to depend on others for support,
for ‘the race is run by one and one, and never by two and
two.’
So when our friends pass into the state which we call
‘[death,’ let us be willing to relinquish them utterly, glad
that they sleep well, though we must journey on without
them. Now that they are gone wo must stumble on alone,
and one day, when we too arc worn-out and weary, rest shall

come to us in our turn. Death is not a black shadow that
awaits us but a kind and loving friend ready to receive us.
Thus, though the. thought of losing consciousness is always
more or less alarming and the dread of the unknown is
strong in the human heart, let us have no fears, but as we
have all our lives sunk confidently into the arms of sleep let
us go forward gladly into the night which shall bring us rest
after the long day’s work.
‘ Ah I the silence at last!
Life’s dissonance past,
And only pure sleep
In the night.’
Cannes, France.
N. H. B.

MR.

PODMORE’S

NEW

BOOK.

I have just seen Mr. Podmore’s new work on the table of
a public library. Doubtless it will, as a work of the day, be
seen on many public tables.
I think I may venture a very simple and easy prophecy.
The author, before many years are over, will deeply regret
having published so infantile a work. Any really ‘higher
criticism5 would speedily annihilate it: for as a work of
psychical philosophy it can hold no position. Only utterly
illogical minds would receive the negative conclusions as
affirmative ones.
If ever Mr. Pod more sincerely desires to raise the veil of
Isis, after so vainly striving to deny that ‘ great Goddess,’
he will find he requires a far more perfect equipment for the
‘ inquiry ’ than he at present surmises, judging all things, as
he does, from surface and circumference. Theosophists and
Spiritualists may, however, hike heart of grace. Every one
who considers the signs of the times will not be slow to
perceive that the renaissance of
psychical inquiry is at
hand. I note, as doubtless do many of my generation, with
the deepest satisfaction, that the most intellectual and
thoughtful minds of the day at the universities of Great
Britain and on the Continent are sounding a deep note of
inquiry, and asking with ever-increasing earnestness if
there has not been a terrible mistake made by ‘leading
minds’ and their followers for several generations. Is it
not possible there may be some readjustment of heroes now
on the pedestals in the Valhalla of public estimation 1
Right and truth, as we all know, will prevail; but we
often are not inclined to think, after all, that truisms are
true, and many will be surprised at the consequences.
But they undoubtedly will, and it will astonish many to
learn that the really great minds who have leavened the
thought of all generations have all been Initiated men—
initiated into what has been called that spurious charlatanry,
Occultism, that king of sciences and synthesis of all.
It will be found by the truthfully searching student
that from Geber to Paracelsus, or from Plotinus to Jacob
Boehme, or from Thales and Pythagoras to Leibnitz,
Newton, and so on, views have been entertained regard
ing these great souls that will certainly have to be
readjusted. We may even live soon to see fresh ‘ Lives
of tlie Alchemists,’ or ‘ Hours with the Mystics,’ dealing
with them from another point of view. We may live to
see the translation of Plato by the Master of Balliol put out
of court altogether. We may live to find that Dr. Dee was
not a cheat and a fraud. We may learn to believe that the
magistrates who believed in witchcraft were flof greater fools
than the respected gentlemen who hold that honourable
position to-day. We may learn to believe (here the
Spiritualist proper must excuse me) that the ‘Rochester
rappings ’ were not the first inauguration of psychical
inquiry to the world : and we may live to see Mr. Podmore
and his band of students relegated to the position always
supposed to be held by the ‘ man in the street,’ z.e., of being
quite in the rear as regards the intellectual march of time.
Edinburgh.
Isabel de Steiger, F.T.S.
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Mi<s Freer next refcrrvd to the well known ct* »4
‘Si’verUMi Abbey.' the tenant of ’•nK-h
otnqwdlvd to

raid he nmLLhJ^ that she, with Colonel Taylor ami

They had no exx> nerv**" *‘* 'f’-i n«'?i? toning Some rather
odd things happenrd. but nothin; ’.hat was omclusive. They
heart
strange stories fttw pt'5*
lived in the
vicinity These bore chiefly
the appearance of a <iark
wa*n with remarkable eyebrows who was frequently seen
about the hove. The evidence fiw this apparitkm was
abkmt as x . d as the evidence usually is in such rases< Ami
it was food afterwards that the description given <4 the
apparition tallied with that *4 the owner of thr horse, to
wKxe life she was 'till Kring) rumour had attached a - mewhat metonch*4y hintory. The MBcaad of this tody had
died in the bowse. and after his death it was said she found
it for some reason intpoKsible to live there. She therefore
CBdeawured to let the place, an attempt which was fur
•sue tone uuuugct.vfiiL owing partly to ner insistence that
the lease toouid contain a ctousc g. inn her power to enter
the house at any tunc she s»» fit. Finally, it was let to the
zmttouMUt who wrote io the papere an»i *b»»* comptoints
brought the house. under the jw^denym «-f Sdverfom
Abbey, into the notoriety it su’twqamtly attained. ‘My
theory/ arid Mto Freer. ‘ w tor as oor van haw any hypo
theca* in a case of this kind, is that she herself had at wane
tiwe seen what is k-«cribrd as a “whuarad haunting.' and
that in her fear that those who afterwards ocrupeed the
hoaae torti-i see the same thing, -be was cwoataatly return
lux in thought and menxy to rhe b>:«* in the
<4

and her amatory reEazding the tot, her tto-cgr.’. and
MBoton eowceruang it. were apparmt1y transnutted to entire
This ease, raid the tertver, tosh: appear to be an
example «f the throry that haanring* *4 thb kind are om■Bctrd with the operation of the wdL and she heruetf had an
regarded it until a iubwqurwt experience had led her to frid
that verb haaty cunetoaaaou were <4anxen«s. Briefly it waa
■ifiaBawa: In a remote place in the far North there were two
young men—two hank clerk*—net native* «jf the place, and
wish bo «peani interert in it. ear any intontaanef rmaaini:.z
there pemanently. They were walking by the suaohnrr
about nine <’cl* »■ k
night, when on** 4 them was startled
to tee a figure which appeared to bower about them. Not
only wu» he perplexed by tht apptamner of the figiinx which
teemed to faltow them, but aho became it- »» invisible to
baa aampmmn. They burned home m a Mate of (fata* and
dunmbance, but cb a subaequeBt evening the two young
men (who. for eaavemenae, may be catted Donald and
Nuamuajhappomng to be ia the aaaae part where DnaaJd had
peeriumiy *bcb the mpoterioms figure. tbry w*»re
subjects of a mmdur experience. But cb the* eeeaaum
Donald wm afitoemrd by the ctraare being, which mpamled
ham to make an appomtarnnt tor another evening. Tin*
appomABens he kept, and had a hug ton hi wtim with the
apparitom, whaan thiaaceaaM* wa* aeeompaaied by another.
NcruMm,at a hole dartaaee^eoadd boar Donald vpeak.but beard
noammering wrieen. Thr fins apparitom waa that rd a woaaan
v*u damni tohave hern murdered •« thaf <po( w<i>- thirty
yean
and to be anxiau* that the right pevwm dioold
be aeemed «f the aumder. So one bad paid the peuahy :
but the wrong penna had faDen under vmpieaun and ahe
wm aaxiam to nght thr wrong. Abe doctored that the
pmem whocsanartv-rf the enmr war Mill living in the very
nrigbbamtowik Thr n rmd appariuen waa khat cd a naan,
who, haaeewr* torik a» part m the «nmvermli*aL. Whan
Itoaald mprined ha* oampanton they returned to the village

fidl into a dead faaat. I adked the doctor tond Mia* Freer/

to Assure nir. on hi< pn*fo<Kional reputation, that that faim
waa alMolutoly gvnuine. and hr assured n>e that it did rw*
require prv»fr?«sK»na) skill to set' that the man wa.s sufTrnf^
fnxn exhaustion )*rudiK,vd by almdutr terror. However, tto
most rxtraonlinary chapter in the story is this: Donald ar,4
Norman were, on another occasion, together in the dwtor,
surgery, when the former suddenly exhibited great alann.
This was caused by the entrance of a man into the -urgf-rr,
seeking AMuething to relieve an aching tooth ; a man whi,t
strange to say, Donald aiterwanl< decton'd was the
m<n whom he had wen with the woman on th»* evening «f
the apiKiritions, and that it was this man whom the w<xn*a
accttved of her murder, lhuiald became very unp»|>uUr in
tiiai vilhige,anti the |K'rson accused found himself obliged t<.
remove co a distance. Yet lhe vision was found to p««r*N
some 'ui*«iantial f»uindations. Thus, inquiry showed that*
woman Amf been tuurdereii on the s|»ot where the apfjarition
was seen, anti at about the time stated.
thirty year^
hefiuv. and a certain fisherman had been suspected of the
crime. S.» tar aa can be diso.i'vresl, the story of the murder
and the identity of the fishenuan were absolutely unknown
to Lh/nakl at the time. A ease like this presensome
unique features, one of lhe figures heing that of a person
long dead, while the oilier was still living. If one tried to
expkiin tlie case by will power, one had to face the pn^bletn
of the will of the dead complicated with the will of the liv
ing ; and certainly no one would want gratuitously to accu^
himself of murder. It seemed impossible, however. t< • arri ve at
a definite conclusion on these eases of haunting, because one
story was perpetually turning up to contradict thr? other.
Continuing, Miss Freer said, *1 need not relate to you
stories of ** rehearsal gho^a," since these are the commonest
kintl of all I daresay you may remember a story of mine
about my visit to Hampton Court. Others may remember
the $t«iry of my visit to Ciandon House. In l»th of these
so far as my senses can be relied upon. I saw figures
which in one case, at least, I took to be normal and human.
In these eases there seemed to be absolutely no dramatic
r«3**uo for air/ such rehearsal. It seems rather as if what I
saw were a mere image produced by the thoughts and emotions
of those who had once lived in the places : and it may be
that persons sensitive to such things have the p»:>wer <4
picking up such impressjt.os and materialising them or giv
ing them a sort of visual actuality. But it seems extremely
diflicaJt to arrive at any conclusion- There is no doubt the
ipiiitoslirtif hypothesis is much simpler : but it is
simple
and easy that there is a danger of falling into it without
evidence. Of course there is only one way
arriving at a .solution of these problems. What we wan:
is more evidence and yet more evidence, and in the ca.-*1 of
axaUed haunted houses there are permanent difficulties in
the way which, so far. have militated again't 'uitable
observuttoB.*
Mfes Freer then referred to the case which, in <x»mpany
with Cotooel Taylor and other friends, she had recently had
andrr investbpstion. The scene of the haunting wa.- a hoa.se
in rhe North, and by staying there some months they had
vocceeded in obtaining the evidence of some thirty persom
(who had stayed in the house at different periods) to the
*<rurrmcr of various kinds of phenomena. Th ese pertuns
did not toetode the domestic servants, and. in this connectioB, Mins Freer mnarked that she did not regard the
evidmee <4 a servant as neerusBrily less honest and intelligent
than that of any ««cher person, aith<»ugh it was frequently
the CBOtom to do so. As a matter of fact, uneducatevl per<i ai, like children, were often more duervant than
of vulture. wh«Mp minds had other distractions. The
riato* <4 Mim Freer who were ctomen for the surveillance of
the luMue in question were invariably persons of education,
uitelligrwre, and observation. There was aijnolutely no ••ther
tritorioB of fitness. They did not chouse pe«>f)lr who were
hkriy to see j^*o*ta, becaww* that w^ouid have reiwlend rh»?
evidence of littlr value. The detail*, said Mi- Freer. w«>uki
be laid before the public shortly, and she had no fioubt they
would prove interesting and instructive. She had over and
’ovr again seen three di/fcrerrt figures, ami was le r^-lf but
one *4 many witaiMBM. They had been wn by <4h«-r i«*r
wm* (wto» knew nothing of what she bud '•■••nj, Imth iu h»*r
pnessBce and separately.. One curious detail wa* thiw . tiiat
two witnesses. bevl voice* but euQld not see the figuro
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from which they procetwletl, while other*, present at the name
time. both naw ami heard. The houee wm taken for three
month- by a diatinguwhed member of the Society for
Hychical Research, a>» one with the moat complete and best
authenticated record of alleged haunting which it wan
pMeible to obtain. All expenses were to be paid, ami every
thing lawnble done to make the period of continuous ob*r
vation and record aa agreeable aa prBauble. -Vs the opport unity
wm officially ignored by the Society* ami a- one an unique
and no costly waa unlikely to occur again. Mum GoodrichFreer, at very considerable inconvenience, had herself given
up three months to the investigation, amisted by Colonel
Taylor and other friends. The Council of the Society for
Psychical Research had explains! that Mr. F. W. Myers had
not brought the matter to their notice, but he had himself
lieen there for a few days with Professor Ixidge. ami had bt^n
rewarded for the effort by interesting experiences. It was,
she observed, a matter of tile de**|ie-t regret that a Society
which existed for the purpose of investigation sh« »uld have
neglected such an opportunity as this.
In conclusion, Miss Freer said : I suppose I might go on
talking tor ever—you either believe these things or you do
not believe them. Many reject th** evidence merely from
prejudice, and it is extraordinary how prejudice will make
you deaf and blind, and sometimes imbecile : and in wpite of
any amount of record. observation. philosophy. and experi
ence, there will remain those who are ready to say. like the
immortal Tom Sawyer. * Ghost*, you ganderthey ain t
nothing but air, and heat, and thirstinesa parted together
by a person s imagination.’ Air. and beat, and thirstiness *
This suggest- yet one more observation.
I have dwelt
to-night upon those points up)n which I find it possible to
be in sympathy with the ‘Spiritualist Alliance. There is one
point, however, upon which I most emphatically differ. So
far as I know, it originated with your esteemed President.
At all events, to-night it has been countenanced by my friend
the Chairman. Colonel Taylor—I refer to your most repre
hensible and pernicious habit of coming here to talk at an
hour when you ought to dine. I think after that observa
tion you will thank me for sitting down. (Laughter and
applause.)
Mr. Gilbert Elliot offered some observations on the
necessity for the classification of the facts connected with
the various orders of phenomena. What was needed, he
thought, were large groupings -f facts and phenomena, so
that they might reason from generalities to particulars :
but. so far. it seemed to him that little or nothing had been
done in this direction. He narrated two cases of super
normal appearances, one of which had come within his
personal experience, while the other had been related to
him by a friend.
Mr. E. Dawson Rogers (the President of the Alliance),
in the course of some remarks appreciative of the address of
the evening, said : I rise to discharge the very pleasing duty
of thanking Miss Good rich-Freer for her admirable and
interesting address, and I do so with the greater pleasure
because of my conviction that nothing she has said is at
variance with the spiritualistic hypothesis, and that every
thing she has said rather backs up our experiences. Miss
Freer does not think hereelf a .Spiritualist, but I fancy, after
this lecture, everybody else will think she is. One is rather
interested in the particular stress that she laid «*n the idea
of thought forms—that some of th*-**’ <trecaHed apparition
may be thought forms. ’ ultimate*I. as we should -ay. But
the question is. whose thought forms J The very -upp«»*ition that they are thought forms supposes an individual of
wb«»ic thoughts they are forms. H »-ll, that i- all we want.
And whether they are deceased persons or not
not
affect our question, because we know, a* a matter of fact, in
our experience, that there are cases where the spirit f«»rmof people, still in the flesh, have appeared at seances and
communicated. That m a fact, and therefore the the*Hry
does not in any way upset «»ur experiences. The Pre-vb nt
concluded by benprafring the thanks of the audience to Miss
Freer for her able addreaa, and to Colonel Taylor for his
kindness in taking the chair.
The Rmv. John Pace Hopps sevondrd the proposition.
He felt that the perplexity which Mixa Freer expressed in
regard to the experience* *be narrated VM not at all a
matter for regret. It seemed to him that the longer such

matters remained in the position of //yen qoBtiotw the
better. They should gather in aa many facta a* prswibie :
but beware of bring in a hurry to draw crmelusums '•onceming them.
Dr. A. Wali^c'E te-tificri to the great value of rwriiums
in connection with caae*
haunting. They all knew
Miss Freer’s keen critical ability, and he was dMappointed
not to have heard a little more of her experieoem. He was
Bure she would l>- willing to go over the exf^-rienr*- of any
Spiritualist who ha*l knowledge of ea^ew of haunting.
Ml-s Freer, in *ane concluding remarks, thanked the
meeting for the patient hearing which it had accorded
to her. Referring to Dr. V% allao- ■< obeervatimM, she found it
quite |wwdMe to examine caws of haunting whhr>ut the
asMstance of nierliums. f)ne of the partacularu in which she
most strongly di-*»*-nt*<) fr«<n the methrMh of the London
Spiritualist Alliance wae in the employment of profriwuekal
mediums, a cLmb with which she had no sympathy what
ever, and for which sh* wished to express an entire lack of
toleration.
The meeting then terminated.
[Aj» our readers will have «een from <mr Leading Article in
last week s ’Lioht' we have no sympathy with the
remarks of Mi-s Gxidrich-Freer in d^maragement of
’ jAFofesriona! ’ mediums, and we cordialfy concur with
the criticisms of our esteemed correvpoodent * Bidsttm'
in the -am*- issue. Me recur to rhe subject, however,
for the purpose
printing out that ‘ Bid-ton ’ was in
error in suggesting tnat Mms CJocririch-Freer is her
self a *pron—iona! journalist. We happen to know
that she is
so. and. fijrtunately or unfi<rtunatriy. d^es
not need to be: but we should esteem her work no leu
highly if she were.—Ei>. ' Licht.’)
A DREAM FULFILLED.

A correspondent kindly sends us the following interest
ing paragraph fre>m the ' M oreester- hire Echo ’:—A few
days ago Mr. Clark, of Kidderminster, who ha* for many
years been a di-ripfe '•« Lzaak Walton, obtained per
mission of Mr. -Jobnon to fish for pike in Hurenct Pool. Hi*
companion was Mr. Frank Stone, carpet merchant: and Mr.
Lewis, the keener, was also present. Before the lines were
thrown into the water Mr. Lewis made a singular remark,
which was very soon literally fulfilled. He told Mr. Clark
that his wife harl dreamt on the previuun night that the
largest pike ever caught in the pod had been pulled out by
two visitors, and he confidently t* 4d Mr. Clark that the
dream would be fulfilled. Mr. Clark smilingly remarked
that he was not a believer in dreams, to which Mr. Lewis
humorously retorted. * Ah, welL we shall see.' Lints were
thrown out, and Mr. Clark palled out a few small fish, and
then caught one several puandb in weight. Mr. Stone, who
is not an experienced angler, bad many * bites.' but did not
succeed in h«»king hi* fi-h. Mr. Clark gave him instruction
in the back - bare i»ri pull, and in a few minutes Mr. Stone
had another bite. Re put into practice the directions gives
and b<>*ked his fish. It was at once evident that a large and
powerful pike had been hooked. In a few minutes this
impression was confirmed by the monster coming to the
■*urfa*>* for an instant and then disappearing It required
skilful manipulation to keep the fish under control, and a
eoosiderahfe period to overpower and land it with the net
into the bt«at. The prize was .<wwneching to be prood of. The
pike measured forty-five inches in fentrth. amd webbed just
over twenty-nix p»mn«L-. Thia was the l>»ur *>f Mr. Lewis s
triumph. L« ««king at the fish, then at Mr. Clark, he said,
‘There, you see . that's the largest fish I have ever -een
taken out *.»f Hureott
What al»ut the dream now!’
The fi-h has been sent to a L^mdon taxidermi-t f*>r
preservation.
___________________ •( HRi-TUN Science' ant> 'Divine Healing.—We give
the following extract from a letter which we hate received
frtmi Mr. Allan Ficher i—‘ I have received so very many
letters from kind friends pn<e<ting again-r the unju-t
attacks nvwfe uprm me tiiat I am n->* endeavouring to
arrange for a viait to L« >n- i- -n in a few wrekk>. if tiaae |*?rmit&
* prior to my return visit t«- the States, t.. obtain at the h.ui»S
of one of the mest influential bodies of men Iwmoure and
pfegr»«e- in renjgnitwwi erf my services fi»r the ®’*l • f
humanity k w hen I shall entfeavour. with ( luds b&esjing aarf
the hrin of the spirit wvriaL t«» dpuwmvtrate that w«m^*xnm
gift of healing which I really tfe p
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THE ‘SPECTATOR’S’ ‘NEW TREND.’

What are we to do with ‘ The Spectator ’ ? With an air
of judicial seriousness, it is, if anything, more moony than
‘The Telegraph,’ and more aggravating than ‘The
Chronicle ’: for ‘ The Telegraph ’ and ‘ The Chronicle ’
only grin at us. but ‘ The Spectator ’ marches into court
with the severest gravity possible, but ends by toddling
out with the most vacant giggle imaginable. W hen will
these respectable papers begin to take the trouble to think
the thing out, or let it alone 1 We tell them plainly, that,
for all their mooning and jesting, they convey to us the
impression that they are strongly attracted to the subject,
as those who know more than they have the courage to
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time of death; and

whether

this happen

frequently enough to remove it from the category of
coincidence. On this point, happily, ‘The Spectator’i«
to begin with, clear. It says, quite frankly :—

If, as in the best instances quoted, the person who mxs
the vision communicatee the fact of the vision or puts it on
record, and then hears that the death has actually occurred
the evidence for the ‘facts’ is practically unchangeable.
We do not want to know that A did actually see the figure
of a man. We only want to know that he thought he
did,—f.e., had the impression in his mind. If that fact is
established, and also the death, there is little possibility of
challenging the evidence as due to a mistake or to an halluci
nation. The whole transaction moves in the spiritual field,
and to establish hallucination establishes nothing damaging
to the story.
It is true that ‘ The Spectator ’ immediately adds: ‘ Of
course, to say this is not to say that the facts show that
there was a communication with a disembodied spirit.’
Perhaps not, but, as it admits, ‘the whole transaction
moves in the spiritual field *: and, as it also admits, it does
not matter whether an actual spirit is present or not when
the vision is seen. One explanation of the vision is almost
as good as another. The main and vital point is that at

death there may be instant or almost instant communica
tion of some kind front the ‘ dead ’ to the living, irrespective
of space. Admit that, and the actual presence of the spirit
is not a whit more difficult of belief than the presence of
a ‘ hallucination.’ In fact, there are some who would find it
easier to believe in the rapid transit of a thinking spirit
than the equally rapid transit of a disembodied and dis-

spirited thought.
Now it is just here, that ‘ The Spectator ’ loses its grip,

and becomes a trifle silly, — if we may venture to so
express 4 the compliments of the season
for it is at this
point that it allows its hopeful road to end up a tree.
Quite granting that coincidence will not account for these
visions or hallucinations, it offers the alternative of
thought-transference. ‘ We are agreed,’ it says, ‘ that the
theory of coincidence cannot account for all the stories of
wraiths and telepathic hallucinations
but the alternative
is by no means ‘ the theory of communion with the spirit
world.’ Oh no, certainly not ’—not while ‘ that blessed
word ’ Telepathy is uncremated. So, then, ‘ The Spectator ’
ends, as we said, by giggling into that refuge for the
destitute, with these remarkable sentences :—

confess.
A curious Article in ‘ The Spectator ’ has led us on to
these remarks. The Article is entitled ‘ The new trend of
Psychical Research,’ and is a renew of Mr. Podmore’s
recent book, already noticed by us. ‘The Spectator’ is
deeply impressed with this book, especially with the ‘ new
trend in psychical research ’ which it reveals. And what in
this ‘new trend’! Put briefly it is this,—that the
psychicalists now see that the evidence is strongest where
they thought it was weakest; in other words, that, as
compared with the evidence for physical manifestations, ‘a
closer and more impartial examination of the evidence
A dies in Australia, and B sees a vision of his death.
seems to show that instead of the testimony being weakest
But C or D knew of the death, and possibly thought or
on “the spiritual side of the problem,” it is really stronger
dreamt of B in connection with the death, and his thought
and more able to meet the strain of examination.’
may have been transferred to B. To avoid this hypothesis
But it ought to be stated at once, that, by ‘the
entirely, one wants A to die alone in the desert, and B to see
spiritual side of the problem,’ ‘ The Spectator ’ does not
the vision before any live human being can have known or
guessed the death. We want also to be sure that A was really
mean the spirit-communion side of the problem. It only
dead and not alive, though moribund, and so still able to
means that the evidence is now stronger for mysterious
transfer a mundane thought into B’s mind. As yet no sound
happenings on the mental side than for such happenings on
recorded story fulfils these conditions completely.
the physical side of life. By ‘ the spiritual side, therefore,
And never will, for the simple reason that, happen
it only means the side on which there may be thought
what will, human ingenuity, if it makes up its mind to do
transferences and hallucinations (whatever that damaged
it, will always be able to invent an alternative to any ‘ how ’
word may now mean).
or ‘ why?
If‘The Spectator’ is right, and we think it is, ‘the
But now, to return to ‘ the new trend,’ and the differ
new trend ’ is a distinct step in our direction. A moving
ence between the value of testimony in favour of physical
table might mean any one of a dozen things, but a well
manifestations and manifestations ‘in the spiritual field.’
recorded ami well attested appearance at the moment of
‘ The Spectator,’ as we have said, thinks ‘ the spiritual
death, to a friend hundreds of miles away, is capable of
field ’ is winning. That is good news, whatever we or any
only one explanation. ‘ The Spectator ’ does not say this:
one else may mean by ‘ the spiritual field.’ Even when the
but we do. It does not matter a bit whether the spirit of
evidence for the physical manifestations was undeniable,
the dead man stands there before his friend, or whether the
intense thought of the deml man, in dying, externalised
it was always open to the gainsayor to tell us that ‘any
number of now forces might any day be discovered,’ and
itself in a wraith, or whether such intense thought was able
to produce spectral impressions on a receptive brain. The
therefore the force at the back of these manifestations
point is that people think they see the spirits of the dead
might only be one of them, even if wo grant that the
unexpectedly, and at a time afterwards found to coincide
medium is not a conjurer and a liar. But refuges in 1 the

spiritual Hold' are not quite so numereusor accessible; though
• that blessed word ’ Telepathy seems at present, sufficient.
But, where Telepathy fails, Hypnotism steps gaily in : and
‘ Tho Spectator ’ quotes Mr. Podinorc hero, in a passago
which it would indeed bo Irani to beat. With reference to
Mr. Home’s levitation, and passago from window to window,
unsupported, outside of a house, • witnessed by threo men of
the highest character,’ ‘The Spectator’ tolls us, Mr. Podmore
says:—
It may I* conjectured that Homo probably supplied
certain material data, and guided the imagination of the
percipients to complete the picture which he suggested to
them. That, for instance, he really t«H>k live coals out of the
fin1, and possibly on some occasions held them in his hand,
protected by some non-conducting substance ; that he really
stretched himself to his full height, ami thus produced that
breach of continuity bet ween waistcoat and trousers referred
to by one of the witnesses to the phenomenon of elongation ;
that when levitated as described in Chapter III., p. 52, he nt.
least thrust his head and shoulders out of the window.

This blend of special-pleading and trifling is too much
even for ‘The Spectator,’ which mildly says : ‘ Very possibly
this is not the tine explanation of the phenomenon.’
But,
having said this, it seems exhausted, and ends with
astonishing limpness, even to the point-blank contradicting
itself; for, having commenced by saying that ‘ the theory
of coincidence cannot account for all the stories of wraiths,
it concludes by saying that premonitions need not be dwelt
upon, for they, ‘like the wraith-stories, are no doubt capable
of being explained by the theory of coincidence ’! Did t wo
people write this curious Article I or did the writer of it end
in a general fog « That last seems the likeliest, for, with a
helpless movement or two, and a weak fling at mediums
‘ who throw tables about,’ and at Mrs. Piper, who has not
yet ‘been found out,’ the writer concludes: and goes up

his tree.

LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE.
A meeting of Members, Associates, and friends of the
London Spiritualist Alliance will bo held in the French
Drawing Room, St. James’s Hall (entrance from Piccadilly),
at 7 p.m. for 7.30 p.m., on Friday, January 21st, when Mrs.
M. H. Wallis will give an address on ‘Spiritual Realities.’
Mrs. Wallis is one of our best speakers, and we hope that
she will have a cordial reception.

The Glasgow Bazaar.—We are asked to mention that,
by request of Mr. J. Stevenson, Miss MacCTeadie, 8, Oxford
and Cambridge Mansions, London, W., will be pleased to
receive gifts of work and other contributions for the bazaar
to be held in Crown Halls, Glasgow, in March next. The
assistance of Scottish Spiritualists in London, and others
interested in the progress of the movement across the border,
will be gratefully received.
Ministering Spirits.—Under this title Mrs. RussellDavies has issued a little book, designed to meet the wants
of the children of Spiritualists, whose interests she thinks
have hitherto been sadly neglected in (he way of Christmas
and Hew Year’s books. Of course, the stories which she
tells for the little ones are not of the old familiar pattern.
Instead of fiction, pure and simple, she seeks to make them
fully realise the presence and beneficent work of unseen
friends— as facts. Living herself in the every-day conscious
ness, not only of the personal presence of so-called
‘departed’ friends, but also of their deep and abiding
interest in all that concerns us, she has drawn on her own
experiences for her
and has used it with admirable
effect. The book is priced at eighteen pence, and may be
obtained by direct application to Mrs. Russell Davies,
Arundel House, Balham Park road, Balham,S.W. I t is a sad
pity that it lias not been so well printed as it deserved Io he.

Tho Subscription to ‘ LIGHT ’ is 10s. 10d. per annum,
post free to any part of the world.

MEDIUMSHIP :
AND ‘WORK IN THE SPIRIT WORLD?

At the fortnightly gatherings of the London Spiritualist
Alliance, considerable emphasis has of late been laid on the
want of4 experience meetings? It has been contended that our
great need is for more and more phenomena, and for public
report and discussion of the same. Unlimited psychical
‘facts’ are in demand, apparently on the assumption that
by sufficient multiplication of these there will the sooner be
evolved a clear understanding of them. I have not one word
to say in discouragement of the collocation and discussion of
experiences. On the contrary, I think the more we have of
them the better. But it seems to me at least as essential
that the complementary half of tho subject should be keptwell in view. As a matter of fact the world has had
thousands of years of psychical experiences, which for
thousands of years have been of the same general character,
repeated a/Z infinitum. Why, then, is the world at this late
day racking its brain over the difficulties of the psychic
alphabet ? Not from lack of experiences, surely I The point
of interrogation is, by the more advanced, placed to-day just
where it has been placed again and again, times innumerable,
during the centuries of the past.
Let us limit our present view of this mundane movement
—say to the period of what, is called Modern Spiritualism.
After a few decades, rich in experiences of every known
psychical variety, there is still heard the insatiable cry,
4 Give us more experiences—any kind of experiences, only
more and ever more experiences, till everybody is satisfied?
As if satisfaction to all could possibly come that way in an
eternity 1
Experiences are good and necessary ; publication and
discussion of them are. also good and necessary—cela va snn<
dire. But the real, the clamant need of our time is not of
more experiences, of more phenomena : it is urgent need of
true interpretation of the experiences which we have hail
already. ‘ All things seek—not report, but—interpretation,’
is an axiom that the advanced Spiritualist should brand on
his brain.
Our dire need is not more facts of Spiritualism : it is
more knowledge of the principles of Nature that Spiritualism
peculiarly illustrates, and this alone can ever vivify and
unify those bewildering facts.
If Modern Spiritualism be the specific work of the spirit
world, as we are told it is, we should, with reason, expect to
find that not only were we in this world provided with
largesse of psychic facts--were given abundance of spiritual
istic experiences—but likewise were recipients of knowledge
adequate to render these facts and experiences intelligible.
Such an expectation would certainly be reasonable, on the
assumption that Spiritualism is really a heaven-directed
movement. Without this one thing needful, how could the
positive action of the spirit world on this movement be
rationally affirmed at all I
Further, the impartation of such necessary knowledge,
should, in reason, be looked for about the time of the earth's
perihelion towards the spirit world, so to speak : not near the
stage of aphelion. That we are nearer to the latter than the
former is tacitly admitted everywhere, in the general com
plaint with regard to the comparative scarcity of good
mediums and notable phenomena ; yet it is to the present,
and the immediate future—to the aphelion instead of the
perihelion period—that we nearly all look for conclusive
experiences and an illuminated understanding of them.
Ts it, then, to the past of Modern Spiritualism more than
to its present and near future, that we should look for the
grandest manifestations of the action of the spirit world on
mankind during the present cycle .• I have no hesitation in
answering for myself emphatically in the affirmative. But
the demand in these days is for fests; lot us here institute
one.
Readers of ‘ Light’ have recently had presented for their
serious consideration a very remarkable jvaper by M r.
Thomas Atwood, entitled, 4 My Work in tilt' Spirit World?
Those of us who lieard (ho paper read l\v Mr. Atwood
could have no doubt of his sincerity of the genuineness
of his belief in the experiences as repi>rte<l. Everyone woutl
admit that Mr. Atwood was frank to a fault, fearless to tho
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point <*l f»»lly. That he was approximately right in hi* inter
pretation of the ex|ieriemx*s uarratol, we are, however, far
from agreeing Some of um accept the narrative with all
>h intended implications . others <*f Us rt'reivv the one with
out question as a true 'human document.' hut deny the
other almost totally. Both ]>artieft cannot possibly lx* right*
That (he truth of the matter should, if practicable, be made
dear, involve what it might., could hardly lx* gainsaid ; and
that the subject should Im* diMcussed, and (if possibh*) Mettled
in these page's, is evident from the fact that the title of Mr.
Atwood's
ap|M*am in ’ Ln.ii r lietween inverted commas
a delicate touch of idmirable editorial discrimination.
The aMhetic curiosities of th*' p»|M*r ma\ not Im* handled
hen*, but they must not he disregarded in the work of
diagnosis of Mr Atwooda |»ha>c of mediumship. Because
the\ are strikingly symptomatic. That mental state which
also has displayed tn us the first |ier*onal pronoun singular,
in iMwutions and proportion* of such market! significance,
will Im* easily recognised by student* of spiritual psychology.
I'-arm'st, honestly disaxowing attempt at theories of the
experience recorded an ‘facts.* pathetic in his aspiration*,
candid in av«»wals of inex|M*riettce, having the courage of his
convictions ingenuous always, Mr Atwood in this |ui|s*r «»f
his has done a work that may yet prove of great inqiortancv
to the spirit world, even if he be wholly mistaken in his
belief* a* to work done by him »n that world. Of his long,
ami at time's painfully impressive, autobiographical pre
liminary no more need Im* said now ; everything in it, how
ever. ha* to Im* finely weights) in the process of determining
the kind of mediumship manifreted, and in the interpretation
of MU|M*rti< ial appearance*
With a ‘ Borderland' introduction to Spiritualism, anti a
little additional study and experience of quite negligible
quantity, Mr. Atwoods prugrvsN, he says, was rapid. He
‘soon developed the writing faculty,'and. at his very first
circle-experience, obtained the moat positive proof that his
writing was ‘no effect of aub-conaciouanew*.' Resolved from
tie* beginning to 'week the highest form of spirituality attain
able by mortal,' Mr. Atw<M*d decided to address himself in
prayer to the Infinite, and accordingly ‘ went to the prayer
telephone ami rang up the central.* This, he adds. ‘ I have
done unswervingly ever since.' Tiny reps, on the shirt front
by day, <m the Iasi clothes by night. accompanied him for a
tune . ‘the imwt remarkable thing about thrae ls*ing ' as he
well observe*, * the total failure of all efforts to establish any
communication with or through them.* Inspirational writ
ing alw» entered into Mr. Atwood's experience*, hut this,
t<wi. proved <>t a qneerly unpractical sort
Messages of an
abstract spiritual nature he found right enough, hut those
relating to the ordinary affairs of life’were totally unre
liable, in many case* meaningless and stupid in thr extreme,’
I »y and bye all this changed. ‘ My han<lwriting ceased,' he
tell* u» . ‘clairvoyant visions, the meaning of which hail
lw*en explained by writing, became less frequent ; my spirit
friends ceased to visit me; the loving com pan ion ship of my
wife came U«an eml, a message being given me that our spirits
were now blended, and that she was part of myself.
Sow I am sensible of no guidance whatever ; all my spirit
friends hair craned to communicate, and I have only the
inner com|>anionship of which Mr. Thurstan «|M»ke in this
reran, and of which I can no more nay than be could as to
whether it is my l\g*,( the blende*! spirit of my wife with
mine, or outside raimpaninnahtp of which I have only an
inner mnseHiusnes*.' Such were Mr. Atwood’s psychical
mreumstancm when his |>a|M*r, * < hi My Work in the Spirit
World,' was written ami read.
Hr explains that clairvoyance ‘ is not yet developed,’ and
that the graphic descriptions given by him of the spirit world
were matters ‘ purely <»f the intuition.' The conversations
said to have been carried on with ‘controls,* and reported ns
facts, were effected (as a friend explained to him) by the
•control influencing only one side of the brain.
I lu* umpirwtionablr facts of the paper, amongst others
cognate, are th<*se Mr. Atwood bad rap* which oould not
by any means lie assiM'iatrfi with an intelligence outside of
himself; hr wrote nif*Msiigr* that were utterly worthless as
evidence of o/i arfnt intelligence ; hr speak* of ‘controls,’ of
whose mere rxnctemw hr had m> reason U» believe , reports
conversations which lie did riot hear, drucribai start
ling svencH and occurrences which be never saw; and for

authority refers us calmly to i>oreunal‘intuitions,’ in which
the quality of intuition is cuiiNpinmus by its nlisoncr.
There is only one bit. of evidence submitted that Mr
Atwood Imd, in reality, any s|n*eial personal relation with
the spirit world. I allude to the 'description ' given l*» him
in the Cavendish llooius. Of this interesting experience,
which has been paralleled in the case of hundreds of those
who have attended the Cavendish Rooms services, Mr. At w<xm|
declares that a better test of the reality of his ‘mission'
oould hardly Is* afforded.
Now what dis's it all m<*an I To my mind there is little
doubt of (lu* meaning. It must of OOUFSO first lie admitted,
as a formal possibility, that Mr. Atwood ma)- be correct with
regard to the interpretation of his experii*nc<'s. But we are
Ismnd to judge according to universal reason, not by an
isolated ami unintelligible ‘intuition.’ Of two mutually
exclusive hypotheses we are under the logical necessity of
chousing the one that renders the matter in question most
intelligible in genend relations. Starting, then, with the
most positive proof of his position that Mr. Atwood can give,
and accepting it a* an indisputable fact, we find that an
unknown spirit with a pistol in his hand was from some
rails** associated with Mr. Atwood while his mediumistic
experiences were in full force. Who this spirit was, what
his purpost' in associating with Mr. Atwood, why the
exhibition of the pistol, none of us knows. Probably
he wished to communicate through Mr. Atwood, and
attempted to do so. The latter would thus become, in
some way and degree, conscious of psychic influences, mid
realise himself to lx* a medium, riiis is all tbe objective
baais that ran be claimed for Mr. Atwoods abnormal
experiences. It has no validity, as even a suggestion, not
to speak of evidence or proof, of any kind of mission. He is
admittedly a medium but of what type I A representative
of that which most abounds, and which has wrought more
havoc amongst the more intelligent investigators of SpiritUalism than p**rhaps anything else, I believe. To say (hat.
Mr.Atwood is a ‘ neurological medium,'and that, he well illus
trates th<‘ commonest mediumistic phases of the ‘ psycho
logical state,’ will very likely signify nothing detinit** to my
readers generally. But if they would only take the trouble
to study the luminous expositions of the mysteries of
mediumship that have been given to us by the great Seer of
the age, they should have reason to thank Mr. Atwixid for
his published experiences. If his paper be the means of
directing Spiritualists, an a body, to the great and inexcus
ably neglected text books of Spiritualism, it should indeed
find a notable place in the archives of the movement. Not
only would multitudinous spiritualistic experiences that an*
now occasion of stumbling and offence liecoim* intelligible
and of world use, but the ntinun d'etre of the n'proach of
Spiritualism in the scientific and cultured world would soon
cease to Im*.
In the third volume of ‘The Great Harmonia’ (‘The
Seer’k by A. J. Davis, may be seen such an exposition of
the first octave of human mental states as cannot lx* found
anywhere else in the world’s literature. Ami in the same
author’s book, ‘The Inner Life’ (‘Mysteries Explained*), in
the division called ‘The Table of Explanations,* there is pre
xented a diagnostic description of twenty-four types of
mediums, constituting for th«* student of mediumship a vadc
fitri mu **f inestimable value. The former work wax published
in IM.*>2, tin* other in IMttH ; yet they *tre practically unknown
in this country a circumstance that seems no less discredit
able to British Spiritualists than it is irn*fragalily their
vital Iohh. Withregard to the interpretation of Mr. Atwoods
experiences, pp. 73-104 of ‘The Seer,’ and pp. I72 2DO of
‘The Inner Life more especially apply. Let th** earnest
reader study those pages in relation to the matter of this
communication, and the test which has here Ix’on instituted
will lie <*onclud**d although I have referred him to one only
of the great spiritual workers of the perihelion period of
Mod**rn Spiritualism.
No individual can logically claim for any int<*rpri*(Htioii
of the universe, or of any phenomenon in it, more (han the
interpretation's funrtion of intelligibility. Whatsoever form
of (hough! may render any fact or cx|M*ri**nc«* most inti'lli
gible to us.
•hUfi'itl rt-Ltthmn tn fUl flm tJutt /mu />ee<>tm
tn th< flint’* um I'rranli^til m uulu nt t/u rtti't, is the
truest expression of the ‘ uImoIuU*' truth of which for the
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I ini<* munkind is capable. Thin In a principle that no trim
thinker could <pi<’Mt’,,n- Am ii. practical application of Jt to
the milltar in bund, I deliberately aflirm that the bext. moIiitinnH ever given •»? the problems of mediumship wntrally
arc those offered to the world by Andrew JaokNon Davix, as
by and through him, aImo, more than by or through any
oilier mortal, has the univerme Iwen rendered intelligible
and lovable.
__
W. Buint Picken.

after-death states.
By ‘Qu.kmtoii Vitm.’

IV. IDENTIFICATION.
A further transition entails ingress into the Mtate of
identity. But the recognition of each other by the two
aspects of tin* dual selves and their re-uniting is the precon
dition of (heir identification of, and with, the particular
source and hierarchy whence they emanated in germie state
in the Solar-Self. Personal consciousness can identify itself
its being a particiilnrisnlion of t.|i<» universal oonsciousni-ss ;
but that is not real identification ; it ia a logical npprehen
aion merely and does not carry an enlargement of cognit ion
or expanded comprising. The identification ol (lie other
part of oil raid vea is, however, followed by the identification
of our position in the integral whole ; of the function we
represent in the Solar-Self.
Personal cognition ia limited to the a posteriori relating
of the without (and that within a limited rndius). Beal
identification implies conscious ingress,
the expansion of
consciousness, along the vital circuit which constitutes
a in'ion\ precedential mediation, as well «s egress, or per
ception of the without by exteriorised relatings. Recognition
of indivi-duality ia the precondition of this higher mode of
consciousness. Individual identification and completion <»f
the parts in themselves is (.he precursory condition of identi
fication of the whole. Individual selves then cognise, and
consequently comprise the within as well as the without of
the Solar-Self. In other words, dual identification is followed
by identification with the life-process of the Solar-Self. This
life circuit-of the Solar-Self flows through every integral unit
comprised in llia-ller system, thus constituting their reality ;
the basis in which they rest ; as our personal life flows
through every cell in our organisms in subordinate illust ra
tion of that process. It is this transcendent circuit that
flows through man’s heart, communicating the pulsation of
propulsion and attraction, or ebb and flow, that constitutes
his living ; it is the action communicated in this circuit that
builds up his organism, and that determines his egress and
indrawal to inner states. Thus is man comprised in the unity
of the Solar-Self, even during his external life in the appear
ance of separate personal existence, though he knows it not.
Our personal consciousness may be compared to that- of
the cells in our organisms, who do not know that they are
dependent on and in the unity of our selfhood ; whose
awareness is limited to their own experiences. Identification
with the Solar-Self carries identification, with that life eii
cuit. The consciousness of each dual-unit then extent s
along this mediated vital internal relation, from plane to
plane, from centre to circumference, thus comprising eac i

plane in their cognition.
.
The whole of the memories of their experiences both in
the descending, outward circuit of becoming, and in t eii
r<»-nscent inwards, is then gathered up into (heir perception.
They relate and distinguish, and, consequently. sliaie in t ><
experiences of every self through whom that circuit I own
in each successive plane : (hough (he subordinate, den* a b<
selves so related and comprised, living on a lower level,
it not (as our own vitality Hows t hrough and comprises a
the cells in our organism, (hough (he latter know it not).
These dual selves need not ‘ return ’ here, therefore, to s« e
how the world they once lived on progresses mid ho" ."•»

their children, fare. They need only to project
sciousncss along that inner circuit, and comprise us am
" 1
other children hero, to know far more about our work 1 •••’’
our personal cognition ever include!}. \ ct if Ihe.i so ’ *
they van exteriorise and project some of (heir ' ita I A °
this plane and build up a representative apparition, "
'•
however, is conditioned by the laws pertaining to (his pant
and must iwHUine the configuration pertaining to this I'
’

though (.hat is not the configuration pertaining to their
real state.
I he expansion of conscioiisiX'SK along th® WWW life circuit
which accompanies identification entails cognising and com
prilling from witkin and is a mode of cognition unknown in
personal divi(h*d states, in which wo can only cognise from
without, by (*xt(*riorisa(ion. We cannot oven volil.iomilly
project our conscioUKness along our own nervous system
ami direct (he integral cells of our organisms. This occ.ui*n
because, living in the most external state, our consciousness
functions coincidently in (External mode and even in a
relatively external organ : the brain. The disereting that exists
l>etw<»cn num’s higher and lower self, while in jiersonal
slates, is subordinafel.y represenk’d in his organism. His
personal conseiousneNs, functioning through the brain, isdiscreti-d from his individual consciousness, which functions
through the heart, ami from his consciousness of identity,
which expands along the interrelating life process uniting
integral selves in unity. But the reunion of the tlual aspects
of true selfhood in imlivi-duality, entailing, as it does, the
transcending of (his divided state, is accompanied by the
transcending of the limited mode of cognition pertaining to
perstmal states, and concomitantly, by cognition of the
within, as well as of the without. The heart is then no
longer discreted from the head, but unified in consciousness;
or, in other words, wisdom is equilibrated by love and love
by wisdom.
It is by this internal mode of cognition so unfolded, by
this relating of and interpenetrating of all the ‘others' in
the same circuit, that they become the ‘ own ’ in cognition
anti ut lour. It is this inner mode of cognition that consti
tutes the concrete solidarity of each dual-unit with the
integral whole of all the other units in the Solar-Self. Each
thus shares, participates, and co-associates in and comprises
the experience of nil. This is consequent on identification
with tiu> Reality of all through whom that Reality ‘appears.*
I t must again be pointed out that this vital circuit of the
<lual Solar-Self is precedentially received by that Self from
and through Solar-Selves prior in logical order. It is the
processus of the Infinite Life, and ever transcends all the
derivative selves whom it constitutes by communication.
Flowing through the latter, and giving itself away, it con
stitutes the not-self, which is subsequently not only related
and distinguished, but actually taken again into the
organisms or forms of selves, anti thus actually and really
comprised in Self. And ultimately, indeed, the not-self is
nucleated and polaJ’ised, and given forth from selves as
germie selves. Thus does the Universal Life flow forth in
eternal (lux, from Self to not-self, and back again into selves
comprised in Self.
But these integral dual-selves in (he Solar-Self, not only
relate from within by expansion of consciousness along the
vital processus with which they are identified, but they also
relate the without, by exteriorised radiation ; of which pro
cess our aura is a subordinate representation and of which
the visible sun rays are the most external macrocosmic
aspect. Thus they comprise and cognise from within and
relate the without, of all contained in our solar system.
(7V> 6c* con knifed.)
Our. London 1’ai’Ers. We quote the. following piquant
paragraph from the January number of ‘The Coming Day ’ Mr. II. V. Sweringen must be the champion vituperator.
In ‘The Progressive ’I'hinker,' he says: “L have been en
deavouring for a long time to work out by logic, arithmetic,
geometry, trigonometry, morality, Christianity, reason, and
common sense, why it is (hat many so called newsiwipers- moral, Christian, decent, respectable, pure, g<Mxly-go<xly
nows|.)apers will most emphatically refuse, with an air of
insulted intelligence and injured piety, to print anything
upon (he subject <»f Spiritualism, and yet admit to their
papers and publish column after column, such low. nasty,
grovelling, debasing, degrading, bridal, uncivilised, cruel,
beastly, lieathenish, inhuman, drunken, gambling, barbarous,
wicked, hellish stufl* as a description of a prize-fight, in
which two sloggers batter each other for money and the test
of which on<' of (be t wo is the greater brute.’’ . . . Of
course, this is a very bad case of swearing, and is scaively
endurable ; but the odd thing is (hat <»very word of it is true.’

* Thi* modw of co-aMKoeiaiiyy cxiMtencv and experience displays the
utter futility of the re-incarnaiion theory, and shows that that sixvnl.ttion is based upon teacliivg» emanating- from personal states; tliat the
BChools iriiintaining hno knowledge of or relation with higher
states than thoso of personality.
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site to each other, and so forth. Some of the forms, such a.
for ‘man, woman, child, God,’A’C., bore in bin ex]>erim(*nu
Events seem moving very quickly towards a great out
considerable resemblance to Masonic signs. Theae form*
break of spiritual energy in the New Year. Signs of it are
were not expected by the observer, who was often, he
not wanting upon all hands : and in papers like the ‘Spccremarks, astonished at the forms taken by the filmy, moving
tutor.’ through a whole gamut of papers like the ‘Daily
rings of tight, which, under favourable conditions of dark
Chronicle.’ the ‘Christian World,’to the‘Referee.’ mention
and quiet, could be watched much as electric radiation
is bring made of the crying need of some expected outbreak
experiments. The fact that the movement, as well as the
of spiritual energy, or some new revelation of the will of
form, seemed under the direction of the will through the
* The Spirit The * SjwUtor’ recently had a notable article,
agency of sounds, either uttered aloud or quietly, gives a
entitled ‘ Prophet Fools.’ dealing mainly with the astonishing
suggested connection between physical forces, thought, and
r<»nal influence of the late Henry George, but incidentally
even moral and psychic action hitherto lacking in the views
of scientific men. The force seems to be a nervous force of some
pointing out that the time seemed ripe for a world-stirring
higher kind of vibratory energy, seemingly phosphorescent,
movement in religious directions, and venturing the opinion
when min ing through the eyeballs and the optic nerve. When
that this movement would come from either Russia or
the eye is in action in daylight these forms are. of course, not
America. The ‘Daily Chronicle.’ during the Gneco-Turkish
seen. At night the conscious attention can be directed to the
war, sighed for ‘a prophet.’ The ‘Christian World’ is
inner side of the retina, and even possibly to the interior of
seemingly endeavouring to change the whole attitude of
the optic nerve. A vortex film, rotatory and moving in
Christian believers, from the personal attachment to a historic
various directions, can be watched as if objective, and seems
Christ, to a deep belief in the spiritual and inward nature
to pass before the eyes, probably being within the eyeball or
of the Christ spirit. <». R. Sims in ‘The Referee’ very
the optic nerve itself. This, it is suggested, may prove to be the
recently deplored the ‘Silence of God,’ and asked whether
effect of ‘ a circulation in the nervous system,’ suspected by
the rime
not ripe for some plain speaking from the
physiologists but not hitherto observed or tested. This nervous
Divine. AU thi< is a significant sign of the times, and there
force, according to the experiments of Mr. Swan, seems to be
are * >ther signs n< »t less noticeable. The spread of The: »soph\’
drawn from the lower or automatic (vegetative) nervous force
in England and America, the visit of learned and highin the lower nervous centres and to be raised in quality and
minded Hindus, such as the Swami Vivekananda—
vibratory energy—‘transformed up’—to a high form of
ambassadors of the ’ Kings of the East ’; the great sub-excite
phosporescent light, which, passing before or through the
ment among the Society of Friends (the believers in the
eyeballs may, in daytime, register the sights before the eye-:
direct inspiration of the ‘ Inner Light ) at Scarborough last
and being effected by sound vibration will register the
summer over the New Criticism—are other signs of an inner
sounds: and being affected by the emotional effect,
movement that must and will soon break forth. A further
registers an increase or decrease of this phosphorescent
and very suggestive matter is the attention that is being
energy: and, therefore, the effect of mental or moral
directed to the physical aspect of the thought process in the
human mind. In America Professor Scripture, of Yale, has
feelings. All this is, of course, still far from being in a
state to be absolutely accepted, but if it can be proved
drawn attention to the nature of ph-«sph<•resc-eni rings to lx*
that a connection exists between the vegetative force which
noticed in the dark within the eyelids, and suggested their
comes from the vital and digestive processes. and so from
connection, not with chemical changes on the retina, but
the chemical and light energy* of the universe—up to the
with the higher imaginati• »n and to th* visions of seers and
thw* under the indueoce <•! hashish. Edi^.»n. amongst
imaginative and registering function of the mind, and thus
others, ls credited with having succeeded in ‘ photographing
to the moral and spiritual action of the ‘ Ego acting through
th cght. how far rightly we are not yet in a position to
the steadfast Will' (of the ‘ divine Self ’ within)—it is evident
say. With a super-sensitive photographic plate, a man
that a great advance in understanding the inner workings
with a crmrectrated will thought steadily of a coin, and the
of the mind in man may be accomplished. Having seen
image of this coin was faintly but distinctly photographed
that certain words and sounds produce results with the
on the sensitised plate, ••rithout a material object to create
steadiness of a law, Mr. Swan proposes, we understand, as
the image. Such, at any rate, was the news cabled over
an experiment in this force, to use these words as he dis
here a few days ago. Other experiments of a sequent and
covers them, to affect the spiritual energy, or the steadiness
scientific nature have been carried on by Mr. Howard Swan,
and direction of will, in a useful direction in other indi
of Arundel-street. Strand, lately on the staff of ‘The
viduals, by writing pieces of literature in which these laws
Electrical Engm*-»-r. and mnr engaged in organising
are utilised. He considers that many old writers, such as
language teaching Mr. Swan has. it is said, discovered
the Hebrew prophets, consciously or unconsciously em
that the faint, slow-moifing phosphorescent appearances to
ployed these laws : that certain passages of the Bible
be seen under certain conditions in a dark room are subject
owe their strong stimulating power to these actions
’*• ^*rtam regular movements of a r.tatory. vibratory and
in the ‘cerebral light, and, therefore, that one way of
vertex nature : tint they affect the strength of the imaginademonstrating the action of this ‘ vri 1 ’ force, would be to
iking the power of seeing well-lighted and coloured
translate passages of the Bible into ordinary modern English
•reiF- greater or
according to the direction of the
style, and this, for certain literary passages, he has done,
movement: that the apparent ‘character’ of the observer
and hopes to publish them in the early months of the
is tnerebv changed, lied, or lowered, according to the
present year. He has also attempted original work, written
direct>«
these vortex rings in the eyeballs, or optic
to embriy. and use in definite form, these sub-conscious
npr'*‘ '• that the power of usir-g word* in expression m largely
actions of the brain in certain literary works of different
dependent upon the «tate and direction of this nervous
styles. He has made numerous drawings of the various
V4;<tex action : and that the pb(«phoresce?;t films are sensi
patterns that the phosphorescent films assume under the
tive to would, being thrown by sounds into states of vibraactions of various sounds, which be intends to publish with
mustcaj notes preduring the greatest effect, and words
a treatise on the sub-conscious self, and the interrelation of
Jjeanng definite wniunx« ‘throwing the film* into forms
light and thought; and he expresses the hope that any
a<-re r
ge-.--:;ie'ri-c ’Electrical Engineer. December
competent observers, who may notice any action of this
i. -C- quoted in the * 1 >aiiy News, December leth t He
kind, may communicate their renal to, either privately or
■* «•* expitined late*, that the forma are usually
through this paper, fur comparison. It is probable that the
quite unexpected.: but in many rwn. as. for instance, with
exact forms taken by the thought-patterns, as the sound of
7**^*
wm'Mirahle, uj/right true wrong, right, bad,
words, may depend upon the personality of the individual:
ample, just, worthy, uplifting, spirit- he, the
but <m the other hand, if it be a sub-conscious action
fooNnK pattern* to hr perceired with coocentntioQ and
handed down from generation to generation, as (he sug
i«Aa<
or other thought- teem to a certain extent
gests} it might pumibly turn out to be. then, in this caw,
c’^^swted with the idea. For inttaone, the pattern seen for
th* forms would by thia time have tended to assume a
‘
had two wta lines >«trHaining upward*, leaving a
more or
conventional titape, which would be much th*
tore npright Cfoue; ’risdit had “trey*111 line* <x»nsame for everyone tiring under similar condition*; and if
’’TOFtothr nght; ‘ »n«c. Sj«ra5 tsti-i.fi IiB«s Biorfng tu
ti-x onlj would tfe- discovery prove to be one of the circulabut also of a fundamental symbolical
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language which inny have its influence upon the study of
language and literature ; while the purely physiological and
scientific aspect may raise many points of interest to electri
cians, medical men and physiologists.
The prevalent
general idea that a new ‘ spiritual ’ development may soon
occur seems, therefore, to have some considerable encourage
ment from the adherents of the more physical side of
scientific research. The experiments of Crookes, Kontgen
and others have long tended in this direction, and if the
experiments of Mr. Howard Swan can direct attention to
the possibility of the scientific study of the action of the
living brain, it will be a long step in the direction, so much
desired, of obtaining a definite link, acknowledged as such
by both sides, between physical and psychic science.

‘ Lux.’

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Mrs. and Miss Read.
Sir,—All arrangements for the visit of Mrs. and Miss
Read to London are now concluded, and Saturday, the 29th
inst., is the date fixed for their arrival at 5, Nottingharnterrace, Marylebone-road.
As previously intimated, Mrs. Graddon has kindly placefl
rooms in her house at the disposal of Mrs. Read, ami all
Spiritualists will understand that the ‘ psychical climate,’ as
Professor Barrett has well termed it, and which is so essen
tial to good phenomena, is in this way likely to be securer!.
Applications for private seances to be given during the
week beginning February 7th can be made direct to Mrs.
Read at 49, Robert-road, Handsworth, Birmingham. There
are still a few vacancies for the afternoon stance of February
5th; tickets, 2b. 6d. each.
E. Browne.
Can Any Soul be Eternally Lost?
Sir,—In your issue of November 6th last, under the
head of ‘ Spirit Teachings ’ occurred the following question,
put by Mr. Stainton Moses, and its remarkable answer:—

'Then a* to the tpirit th/Lt grown worte instead of better—
what of it 1
We have told you before. The downward course is
correspondent The spirit that has developed the bodily
tastes and neglected the spiritual, grows more and more
earthly ; the guardians are less and less able to approach it,
and it gravitates further and further from light. We have
said that there are six spheres below this earth, though we
have never penetrated below the fourth. Below that are
the miserable abandoned spirits who sink down deeper and
deeper, who become unable to rise, and who gradually l<rse
their personality, even as the purified when they near the
presence of the Supreme. Such undergo what your sacred
records name the Second Death. They do not emerge from
the hell which they have created. They are lost.’

I have been expecting each week to find some comment*
on the above by some of your able correspondents, for it
clashes with my experience of the teachings of Spiritualism
during the last twenty-five years, and no doubt many of
your readers will agree with me tliat the philosophy, as taught
by most writers and sjieakers—many of whom, being the
instruments of * intelligences,’ whose close reasoning and in
telligent handling of a wide range of subjects dealing with
life here and hereafter should give their utterances consider
able weight—is that no soul is eternally lost, tliat it is
impossible that it could be, that all will eventually outlive
the effects of misused earth lives, and ultimately arrive at a
state of happiness, though it may be by an inconceivably
long period of progression.
It would be most interesting to hear the opinion of
‘Qiuestor ViUe’and others of your learned contributors on
the above remarkable paragraph for the enlightenment of
your numerous readers—the .Second Death as 1 have always
understood it being quite another thing.
Fulham Cross, W.
W. J. Barnikel.
Works of the Mystics.
Sir.—Can any of the readers of * Light ’ kindly inform
me where I can see the works of the mystic, Michael de
Molino* ; ‘Life and Spiritual Guide’; and also ‘Jacob
Buehme,’ in four quarto volumes I
81, Hawkins*street, Liverpool.
J. Ewing.

Advice Wanted.
Sir,- May I nay in answer to the inquiry in ‘ Light’
by ‘ N.G.J.’ with reference to unreliable automatic writings,
that he will bring higher influences if be approaches tlie
subject in a devout spirit, and at tlie outset of every mani
festation requires the communicant to declare whether or
not the same is there 1 in God's name ’ 1 Having now volumes
of the most elevating communications we do not need to
propound this inquiry, because the writing and signatures at
once attached are as good as the sign manual to the banker.
Prayer for Divine guidance in spirit communication, aa in
everything else, is most desirable. ‘8.M.,’ too, is dubious as
to the verity of communications tiirough the ‘ Ouija.’ Tliat
is natural at first, so strange does it seem; but with the
foregoing remarks also applied there may be tests given tliat
will sfxm bring conviction. ‘ Prove all things.’ I went away
on a two days’ mission to verify a test so given, the commu
nicant being a sister who had passed on. Confidence once
established, the inter communion would not be tort for the
world.
IL C.
The Widow of Mr. J. M. Dale.

Sir,—I should lie glad if you would allow me to call
the attention of those of your readers who knew the late
Mr. J. M. Dale, of Marylebone, to the fact tliat his widow is
struggling bravely along in straightened circumstances, tlie
result of her huabaod’n over-willingness to lie of service to
humanity. I am sure that some of those who knew our
departed friend and valued his work, if they were aware of
the fact that those whom he left behind were suffering
through his anxiety to help our Cause, would gladly give a
subscription, which more especially at this time of the year
would gladden the hearts of those whom he loved. It would
not only be rendering substantial help, which is sorely
needed, but would give them the comforting assurance that
the efforts of the husband and father are not forgotten. I
shall be most happy to supply Mrs. Dale s address to anyone
who would like to send a small donation or call upon her.
228, Old Christchurch-road,
W. L. Hull.
Bournemouth.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

* H. A.D.,’‘ J.G.O7 ‘ A.B.,’ and Others.—Next week, if possible.
H.R.—Thanks; but it is too incoherent to be quite

intelligible.
W.Y.—We are afraid we sliall not be able to find space tor
your contribution, as we have others already in hand,
awaiting publication, on the same subject
Poetry.—We hope those of our friends who are poetically
inclined will not misunderstand us if we beg of them to
show us a little mercy. Original rhymed effusions—
good, bad, and indifferent—are showered upon us in such
profuse abundance that we cannot even sj»are the
requisite time for tlieir jjerusal, and even if we could we
should hesitate to accept the invidious task of selection
for publication. And so they accumulate till we have
sufficient for a respectable, if not an altogether accept
able, volume____________________________

Mr. W. H. Phillips.—Mrs. Bliss writes : Kindly allow me
to record the great pleasure with which I listened to the in
spirational addresses delivered at the South London Mission
and at my own home through Mr. W. IL Phillipa, of Notting
ham (formerly of Bridgwater). At Camberwell a large audience
expressed great delight with the earnest and eloquent utter
ances of this medium, whom they welcomed to London for
the first time, and on Wednesday evening several of my
personal friends attended a seance at my house, and all ex
press'd their pleasure in listening to an excellent discourse
on ’ The Evidences of Spiritualism,' after which I had the
pleasure of giving clairvoyance and psyctoanetry, thus com
bining philosophy and evidence. I write you, feeling that
a speaker like Mr. Phillip* should receive support from all
Spiritualist societies, believing that the cause will receive
valuable assistance from his ardent and cultured advocacy.-Alice Bliss, 23, Devonshire-road, Forest Hill. S.E.
Wherever 1 find a great deal of gratitude in a jajot man.
I take it for granted there would be as much gen**n.*ity if
be were a rich man.—Poke.
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SOCIETY WORK.
Battersea Park-roai\ Tkmpkr vnuk Halu OoniUNGTON
Grove. - On Sunday tost Mr. Bmldington delivered a • *"
Year's address. Next Sun. lay. at 7 p.m.Jocal speakers.
NV. S.
.
»
H Abkiw-roaix Shepherd's Bush. NV.-On Sunday
evening tost Mr. Drake occupied our plattonn. and was
much appreciated. Next Sunday, Mrs. Buddington. W.
Chapun.
.
,
Bow, 11K1, Bow-road.—On Sunday tost Miss rindlays
guide gave an address on the necessity of prayer in
approaching the sacred shrine of spirit communion. Miss
Findtoy also gave some very successful paychometry. - II. II.
Bristol.—On Sumtoy List we had two special meetings,
conducted bv Miss MarJi. of lxutd.ui. who gave numerous
clairvoyant 'descriptions in the evening the room was
packed. On Sunday, January IGth. we tow to have Mr.
Harris, of Cardiff, a good trance medium, and trust, the room
will be again filled. - N\. NN kbbkr, Sec.
IsUNGToN SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY, WELLINGTON HALL,
Upper-street, I>li\<.ton. - (hi Sunday tost Mr. Brenchley
gave an address on * Spiritualism and the M orking ( lasses,
and Socialism. Mrs. Brenchley gave convincing clairvoy
ance. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m.. Mr. Dailey, trance, address.
Thursdays, at S p.ni., circle, for members only; medium, Mrs.
Brenchley.—C.D.C.
North London Spiritualists* Society, 14, Stroud
Oreen-road, Finsbury Park. -On Sunday last we wen*
delighted to welcome back Mr. A. NV. Jones, who conducted
the meeting The subject, ’A Happy New Near, was abl\
dealt with by him ami the inspirers of Mr. NN. Walker,
who also gave psychometry ami clairvoyance. Sunday next,
at 11.30 a.m. ami 7 p.m.: Tuesday, at 8 p.m.: and Wednesday,
at R p.m., circle fi*r members.—T.B.
NVelcome Hkll, 218, Jubilee-street, Mile End.—On
Sum lav tost we had a good meeting, which was conducted
by Mr’W. LinsdeU. Mr. Stevens, a friend from Birmingham,
also gave his exjjerience in an able manner. A circle was
held after the imvtinu which had some very good results,
several strangers being present. Sunday next, open meeting
and circle, at &30 p.m. Thursday. the 13th inst., members
circle, at 8 p.m.—E. Flint, Sec.
East London Spiritualist* Association (formerly
Stratford Society of Spiritualists’) Workman's Hall, NN est
Ham-lane, E.—On Sunday tost Messrs. Whyte (’ Evangel )
ami Peters commenced their series of services, which will be
continued throughout January, next Sunday excepted. Mr.
Whyte took for his subject. ’The Past and Future; which he
dealt with in his usual eloquent manner. The clairvoyance of
Mr. Peters was very clear. Next Sunday Mr. J. J. Morse
will give a lantern lecture on * The Wonderful Phenomena of
Spiritualism.’—Thos. McCallum.
Bridgwater. — Bridgwater friends were on Sunday
privileged by a visit from Mrs. Dowdalk <»f Cardiff, through
whom kindly and helpful counsel was given by spirit friends,
and accurate descriptions by ’Snowflake.’ On New Year’s
Eve we had a capital trance address from the guides of Mr.
(r. H. Bibhtngs. which was listened to with intense interest.
Convincing psychometrical descriptions were given by Mrs.
I towdall. whose gift in this directum is very remarkable, and
to most helpful in arresting the attention of the otherwise
sceptical mind. - H.W.C.
Cardiff Psychological Society, St. John’s Hall. —On
Sunday evening last the service was conducted by Mr.George
Harris, whose control gave an excellent address, the subject
ijeing. ‘Come. Drink at the Fountain!’ Emphasising the
solid character of the teachings of Spiritualism, its con
solations and incentives, the control also gave some encourag
ing and helpful thoughts appropriate to this season of fresh
resolutions. On Wednesday, the 29th ult., a Lyceum enter
tainment took place, the members enjoying an excellent tea
and making merry under the prize-laden branches of a
Christmas tree. Recitations, songs, piano solos, Ac., followed,
the whole being under the able supervision of the worthy
conductor, Mr. G. Harris. - E.A.
Hackney Society of Spirituaijmtn, Manor Rooms,
Kenmure-road, Mare-street, N.E. - The opening of our
new premises on Sunday tost was a great success. Mrs.
Russell-Davies' address on ’ Unity ’ was well delivered, and
was full of sound advice to the seeker after truth. Mr. J.
A darns, of Battersea, spoke on ‘ Prove all things,' and related
how he was led into Spiritualism. Miss Atkinson kindly
sang, * 0, rest in the Lord,’ and pianoforte solos were given
by Mr. E. S. Rist. Mr. Craig’s remarks on ’ Enthusiasm ’
were well received. Next Sunday, at 7 p.m., Mr. and Mrs.
Webb, of Stratford, address and clairvoyance. Circle for
members at the old address on NVednesdays, at 8 p.m.—
H. Brooks, Sec.
South London Spiritualists’ Mihm ion. Surrey Masonic
Hall, Camberwell.—Our morning public circle continues
to be well attended. On Sunday evening last our leader’s

Mrs. Bliss has kindly consented to preside. On Sunday next
at 11 a.m., public circle, doors closed at 11.15 a.m.; ut 3 p.^
children's Lyceum ; at 6.30 p.m., Mr. NV. E. Long, ‘ Prayer*
with the Dead ’ ; at 8 p.m., annual meeting of members and
election of candidates for membership. ‘ Light’ always on
sale.—Vrrax.
(.’avendish Rooms, 51, Mortimer-street, NV.—Mr. J. J
Morse's inspirers held the close attention of a numeroua
audience on Sunday evening last while dealing with the
subject announced, viz., ‘ The Modern Spiritual Phenomena
and their Relations to Natural Law?
Wo have never
listened to a more able elucidation of the physical pheno
mena which take the form of raps and lights. The time at
the disposal of the lecturer being limited, the same subject
will be continued on February 6th, when other phases of
phenomena will be dealt with. Mr. Appleyard, of Sheffield,
occupied the chair, and made some interesting remarks.
Miss Florence Morse sang, ‘Ye that are weary’(Leonard
Kane). By an oversight in bust week’s report of Miss Rowan
Vincent’s kind services on Sunday, the 26th ult., we omitted
to notice the clairvoyance given.
NVe, therefore, wish to
state that all of the descriptions have now been recognised,
and that they were most clearly and concisely given. Next
Sunday, at 7 p.m., Miss MacCreadie, address and clairvoy
ance ; doors open at 6.30 p.m.
Belfast.—A few friends and myself are about to make
an attempt to start a Spiritualist association in Belfast, on
similar lines to those in London and elsewhere, for the dis
semination of the truth of spirit communion, and we wtsh
all friends and sympathisers who happen to be in Belfast or
thereabouts to communicate with the undersigned, who will
be glad to give them the date and place of our first meeting
Belfast offers a wide field for a work like this, crammed full
as it is with universities, colleges, churches, etc., the majority
of whose adherents profess to believe in a future lire, but
have no conception or proof of such a life beyond the tact
that certain phenomena occurred nineteen hundred years
ago, and that since then all such phenomena have ceased, or,
if they do occur, are due to the devil or his myrmidons. I
have been a constant reader of your helpful and suggestive
paper for a long time past, and can only say that 1 feel 1
owe a deep debt of gratitude to yourself and the various
contributors to ‘ Light ’ for the sparkling beams they have
shed upon my darkness, and for the deep and abiding trust
they have given me in the beneficent and intelligent Author
of the universe. All suggestions from those who have ex
perience in starting organisations of this nature, ydl be
thankfully received by—William George Kane,40,Old Park
avenue, Belfast.
Stratford Society of Spiritualists, Martin-street
Hall, Stratford.—On Christmas morning, about twenty
ladies and gentlemen entertained our Lyceum children, who
had a most enjoyable time. There were over eighty children
present, and they were presented by Santa Claus with
numerous presents, very kindly provided by the members
and other interested friends. The Sunlight Soap Company
also kindly sent us one hundred models, which were dis
tributed to each child, and we intend offering prizes for the
best models made up during January. Recitations, singing,
and games were gone through in a spirit of cheerfulness,
after which they had cake, oranges, <fec. ; the adults
expressing their delight in being present at such a pleasant
gathering. NVe thank our friends very much for their
liberality and assistance. On Sunday last, Mr. Atwood in
the chair, Mrs. Barrell conducted a floral service in memory
of our respected friend, Mr. Gardener, whose remains we
buried last Thursday at West Ham Cemetery. The
control gave a very impressive address, and sang beauti
words.
In closing, ‘‘Sunbeam’'
fully some appropriate
' ‘
gave some good clairvoyance ; afterwards, All’s. Brain sang
‘The Holy City’ very effectively. On Thursday in last
week we had an open meeting, and Mrs. Phillips’ controls spoke at some length. Mrs. Tarrant gave some
clairvoyantje. Mr. Landridge presided. Next Sunday Miss
Constanee will he with us, and will give an address and
Mr. Savage will take
clairvoyance. On
—Thursday,
------------»» the
— 6th,
j
the meeting with clairvoyance and psychometry. Lyceum
on Sunday, at 11 a.m,, Mr. NVrencn conductor. NVm. A.
Renfree, nee.

If we are ever in doubt what to do, it is a good rule to
ask ourselves what we shall wish on the morrow that we hail
done.—»SiR J. Lubbock.
Bloomsbury and Vicinity.-—* Light - may always be ob
tained of Mackenzie
Co., 81, Endell-street, Shaftesburyavenue.
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